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FCC Seeks RF Harmony With OSHA

NSIDE

More signage and training anticipated as part of updated RF safety rules

SILVER LININ GS
PLAYBOOK

BY SCOTT FYBUSH

•The CloudLitter CL- 1improves mic
performance, and other handy tips
in Workbench. — Page 20

A rulemaking proceeding underway at the FCC could mean more signage around radio facilities and more
training for tower workers, but experts
believe it's unlikely to result in any
major changes for the way most broadcasters operate.

FOUR /
um STATIONS
AND ONE SITE

"It's really a mass of little correcions and changes," said Lawrence Behr,

Written by two guys named Mark.
— Page 22

chairman of LBA Group Inc., speaking
about the FCC Report and Order published in the Federal Register in June.
The report comes nearly a decade
after the commission opened a proceeding in 2003 to investigate proposed changes in its rules concerning
"Human Exposure to Radiofrequency
Electromagnetic Fields." That proceeding lingered at the commission until just
afew weeks ago, when the FCC issued

ing RF exposure limits, while the new
docket will examine whether those limits
are still appropriate "in light of more
recent developments." (Some changes,
like clarification of existing rules, specifically for RF safety training, become
effective Aug. 5.)
While this all sounds like the sort
of obscure FCC process that can yield
unexpected headaches for stations, Behr
said that's not the case this time around.
"For broadcasters, there's very little here
that will have any impact, and in the current revision even less so. There's virtually nothing here that isn't atechnicality."

Bob duTreil Jr., principal at the
consulting firm duTreil, Lundin and
Rackley, said the proceeding hasn't been
on his radar much, saying the FCC's rule
changes mainly "concern the way RF is
measured from mobile devices"
So why should radio engineers be
paying attention at all?
If there's any reason to be concerned,
according to experts, it may be the possibility of new rules stemming from that
new docket and from the further rulemaking in the original docket. Among
issues for which the FCC is seeking
(continued on page 6)
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the R&O along with a Further Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking in the original
docket (ET Docket 03-137) and a new
Notice of Inquiry that opens a fresh
docket, ET Docket 13-84.
This split enables the agency to consider two topics. In the original docket,
the NPRM will examine how the FCC
determines compliance with its exist-
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Ed Glab Calls It aDay at WLS

)roadcast gear from people you trust

tBSW

Says flexibility is key to sury'ying 40+ years in radio engineenng
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Largest Inventory
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BY RANDY

I. STINE

CH IGAGO — Ed Glab tried to learn
something new every single day during
his more than 40 years as broadcast engineer at WLS(AM/FM) in Chicago. That
accumulation of knowledge made Glab
an extremely valuable commodity and
enabled him to survive lots of management changes and an ownership switch.
Retirement from the Cumulus-owned
stations in late June ended what Glab,
65, called "four decades of being on
call." That sort of dedication requires a
passion for broadcast engineering.
"Radio can be a very demanding
mistress, but Ihave loved most of it. I
started with consoles that had vacuum
tubes in them and cart machines. Icould
draw the entire functional diagram of

Ed Glab is shown in
WLS Control Room A
sometime in the
mid- 1990s. Regarding
the legacy equipment
visible here, Glab noted
the ITC Series 99 cart
machines in the rack at
right, which he said were
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the radio station on anapkin," said Glab.
At retirement, he held the title of
engineering supervisor.
'A BIG DEAL'
In 1967, Glab was attending the
prestigious Northwestern University,
majoring in radio, TV and film in the
School of Speech. He answered an ad
for an on-air summer relief position at
WYFE(AM) in Rockford, Ill. He joined
the clear-channel AM directional as an
on-air fill-in after passing the test for
the FCC's First Class license.
"Then halfway through the summer
the CE quit," Glab said, "so Iwas named
chief engineer" — because he held that
license.
In 1968, Glab returned to school
and by happenstance met Carl Nelson,
who was engineering supervisor at
WLS(AM). Nelson mentioned that the
station hired people for summer relief
in the engineering department. so Glab
joined them for the summer.

However, the allure of on-air employment was still there for Glab, so after
finishing his degree and rejoining WLS
for about nine months, he left to work
on-air shifts at stations across Illinois
in Highland Park and Aurora, which are
considered part of Chicago metro.
Glab interviewed for the production
director's position at WLS in 1973, but
instead joined the station full-time as a
board operator, aposition that was in the
engineering department.
"I figured Iwould take it until something better came along. Here we are 40
years later," Glab said with achuckle.
Back then, board ops were the only
station personnel allowed to touch
equipment, Glab said; on-air folks had
a mic, stopwatch and headphone jack.
"[WLS] was a very strong union shop.
Board ops ran all the equipment. So
when the on-air people got a cough
switch it was abig deal. Eventually, all
that changed, of course."
Glab at one point even had a life-

time guarantee of employment, he
recalled. The International Brotherhood
of Electricah Workers local in Chicago
negotiated the agreement, covered the
entire engineering staff, with the thenABC-owned radio stations.
"I believe it was the only such contract ever negotiated. We had 15 people
in the engineering department, but ABC
soon came back and renegotiated that
out," he said of the guarantee. "They
also bought out a number of the engineers and reduced staff."
By that time, Glab had moved to
equipment maintenance, figuring it provided more job security than being a
board op. "Engineering is more stable
than any other department at aradio station. No matter the ownership changes,
or program and management changes,
they always need capable engineering
talent who know the stations."
Glab always looked for opportunities
to contribute and make himself more
(continued on pme 10)
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SCBA Fund Helps Radio Students
Program benefits career hopefuls but also serves needs of SoCal stations
Efforts to develop our next generation of radio leaders are so important.
Let's take note of the Southern
California Broadcasters Association,
which recently named winners of its
2013 broadcasting awards to students
who are pursuing radio careers.
They include Jacqueline Iniga,
winner of the Ben Hoberman Radio
Broadcasting Award at Cal State Los
Angeles, who is studying broadcast
journalism; Andrew Louie, recipient of the George Nicholaw Radio
Broadcasting Award at Pasadena City
College, who hopes to be an announcer
for the Lakers and does play-by-play
and other on-air work at the school's
Lancer Radio; and Brandon Lang,
who received the Stan Spero Radio
Broadcasting Award at California State
University, Fullerton, where he is technical director for Titan Radio.
An explicit goal is to attract the
"best and the brightest" to Southern
California radio, according to association President Thom Callahan.
If other associations or companies
wish to start such a program, what
should they know about it?
SCBA's Ellen Dostal, director of
events & member services, told me that
scholarships range from $500 to $ 1,000
depending upon the school, and were
set up with the guidance of each school.
The impetus for the program came from
advertising industry leader and philanthropist Dennis Holt, who founded
Western International Media and other
companies.
"Dennis Holt was instrumental in
launching the SCBA Scholarship Fund,
established from the proceeds of his
Lifetime Achievement Award Event in
2000 when he was honored as SCBA's
'Man of the Millennium," Dostal said.
"The major endowment came from this
event, and we draw asmall percentage

of the funds each year to be used for the
scholarships." The scholarship fund is
managed by the California Community
Foundation and grants three each year.
Two dozen students have benefited
since inception, and the fund
balance has increased over
time. While there is no recurring event to support the program, SCBA welcomes contributions. Callahan said SCBA
hopes to launch more scholarships in 2014 and will be soliciting companies for donations
to fund them.
Preference is given to
students majoring in radio
broadcast communications.
Selection is not based solely
on GPA; other factors may
include commitment to and
promise in broadcasting, service to the school and community, or other criteria.
Kudos to SCBA and
Dennis Holt for the good
work of this program.
ONE STUDENT'S VIEW
Ispoke and emailed with
scholarship recipient Brandon
Lang, 32, who is studying the
radio industry and works at
Cal State Fullerton's online
Titan Radio as technical director. Born and raised in Orange
County, he'll graduate this fall
with acareer goal of being a
station general manager.
(Reader, take note: Just
because acampus station doesn't have
an FM or AM license doesn't mean it
can't inspire students to acareer in the
industry, where the term "radio" itself is
being redefined.)
"I have been attending CSUF since
2011, after transferring from Orange

Coast College," he wrote. " Ihave worked
apart-time position doing audio/visual
production for the last five years, which
has given me the experience I need,
while learning the necessary fundamen-

tals and gaining the skills in production
(in the field and in the studio)."
He grew up around audio and video;
his dad does production work, and
Brandon has DJ'd at clubs and posted
content on Ustream. But radio wasn't
really on the horizon tu lhe took radio

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
courses at Cal State Fullerton.
"I decided to start volunteering at
the college radio station on campus as
a radio show host and also
did some promotional work.
After asemester of volunteering and finding that Ireally
enjoy the work and the environment."
Soon he was hired on as
technical director. The position is paid but expires upon
graduation. His work includes
creating station promos and
stop-sets, underwriting promos and making sure the station is functioning smoothly.
The GM suggested he apply
for the SCBA program.
Lang is a bit older than
most undergraduates but two
decades younger than me,
and I'm always interested in
knowing how the medium
appears to younger people. I
pressed Lang on what he likes
about it.
"TV has a more visual
aspect," he replied. "It throws
it in your face, you see it right
there. Radio is more imaginative. That's what brings out
the magic in it."
He hopes for an opportunity to help radio "take ownership of my demographic in
my region."
"Since working in a radio
station now for the last year and learning the daily operations of the station,
it's really influenced the drive to learn
and get involved more in the industry.
I've had apositive experience working in
radio and don't plan to stop anytime soon.
(continued on page 5)
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"It's only getting better; and Ifeel the
industry is finally popping back, with
some advancements in technology and
the adjustments the market has made
recently. So the future seems bright for
a career in the radio and production
industries and Iam very excited."
Itold Lang he'd be wise to keep in
touch with SCBA, which is aproactive
broadcast association that does good
work for its members. Both he and the
association would benefit from such
involvement.
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NEWSROUNDUP
PATENT: DigiMedia has asked the judge in its patent infringement case
against several radio groups to allow litigation to proceed. It appeared
the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office confirmed and/or allowed some of
DigiMedia's claims. The case, which concerns digital media storage and automation, was stayed in November 2011 while the USPTO reexamined the patent claims.
BIG SALE: Hubbard Radio has agreed to buy 10 stations from Sandusky Radio
for $85.5 million. The sale concerns five stations in Seattle and five in Phoenix.
Hubbard owns outlets in Chicago, Washington, Minneapolis/St. Paul, St. Louis
and Cincinnati. When the deal closes, which is expected in October, Hubbard
will own 30 stations. The sale also means Sandusky owner Norman Rau leaves
radio ownership after 36 years, freeing him, the company said, to focus on the
digital transformation of his local newspaper and marketing franchises.
EAS: Digital Alert Systems says recent reports of hacking vulnerabilities in its
DASDEC EAS encoders/decoders units are old news and that security software
updates were completed months ago. Wired, Ars Technica and other media
recently ran items about the EAS hacking incident from February after Web
security firm 10Active said that the Cyber Emergency Response Team indicated
vulnerabilities still exist in the DAS units. DAS Senior Director for Strategy,
Development & Regulatory Affairs Ed Czarnecki said most DAS customers
obtained the software update and "the issues could become potential vulnerabilities only where basic network security practices are not followed, such as
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Reader Charles Lewis
was first among several who noted
the typo in my column of July 17.
Istated that WWVB operates at 60
cycles per second.
"It is 60 kilocycles per second,
or as we say today, 60 kilohertz,"
Charles emailed. "
Huge difference!
Otherwise, it's agood article." He's
correct about the carrier. Ihate all
typos, but especially in atechnical
spec. Blech.
Here's a bit more background
about WWVB from the NIST
announcement:
"WWVB is unique. Its legacy
of innovation began with its unusually low operating frequency of 60
kilohertz ... The wavelength is 5
kilometers long, more than 3miles.
This concept dates back to 1956,
when the then-new NIST Boulder
campus began operating 60 kHz
radio station KK2XEI afew hours
a day. The station radiated less
than 2 watts of power but proved
that low frequencies are extremely
stable, with the ground below and
ionosphere above forming a huge
duct to guide signals around the
curvature of the Earth. In 1963,
WWVB's received signal was 100
times more stable than WWV's.
(NIST experimented with even
lower frequencies with standard
radio broadcast station WWVL
from 1960 to 1972.)"
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RF EXPOSURE
Sandia Crest above Albuquerque, N.M.,
is one of the nation's biggest multi-user
FM/TV sites. There are known hot spots
beyond the gate — but there's also ahanggliding launch pad among the towers, so it

(continued from page 1)

public input are transmitter site signage,
transient exposure limits and the possibility of "contact current" injuries from
construction crews working in close
proximity to AM stations.
"Broadcasters have had to have signs
already," says David Maxson, chief executive officer of Isotrope LLC and head of
RFSigns.com, which sells those familiar
red "DANGER," orange "WARNING"
and yellow "CAUTION" signs.
According to Maxson, "For the first
time, though, the FCC is specifying
what good practice is and not relying on
other agencies."

M
e"'

can't be completely closed off from public
access. Shown are examples of RF signage
at the gate areas.

vane we.

LICENSEE RESPONSIBILITY
"There probably will be a little
more interactivity between the FCC
standards and OSHA," said Behr, "only
to the extent that the rules seem to be
heading toward tightening up licensee
responsibility."
The specific proposal on which
the FCC seeks comment would use a
modified version of IEEE's standards
:1111111MINIIMI

The proposed rules
have the potential to
become expensive for a
handful of radio owners
whose transmitter sites
are in remote areas.
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education for household
members, according to the
agency.
The proposed rules have the potential
determine the "remote" nature of asite as
station owners to educate employees and
contractors who may be working in areas
to become expensive for a handful of
it now does, by considering "evidence of
that exceed general exposure limits.
public access, such as litter and trade or
radio owners whose transmitter sites
Among the mass of minor techniare in remote areas. The commission
whether the commission should automatcal changes that take effect on Aug. 5,
notes that in the past, the agency has
ically require "positive access control,"
as in fences and gates.
mainly relating to specific methods of
allowed warning signs to be used withdetermining RF exposure, the comout physical barriers in areas that the
TRAINING
mission is also revising section 1.1310
agency considers "remote." But the comof its rules for broadcast stations. The
In setting out its new rules, the FCC
mission seeks comment from stations
(continued on page 8)
also is formalizing its expectations for
about whether it should continue to try to
o

RMIMM
to specify exactly where "NOTICE,"
"CAUTION" and "WARNING" signs
should be placed at a transmitter site.
The commission also is taking aharder
look at the question of "transient" exposure, where members of the general
public may be passing through areas of
higher RF in areas such as hiking trails
that run in proximity to multiple-user
mountaintop FM and TV sites.
"We request comment on anticipated
costs related to implementing this proposal for clear definition of compliance
boundaries, given that most sites already
likely comply
with these proposed
requirements:' the FCC states in the
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RF EXPOSURE
(continued from page 6)
new version of those rules now allows
for "transient" workers whose jobs may
involve occasional entry into highRF
zones to receive warning information
verbally, instead of or in addition to the
written warnings now mandated.
Behr said his company's LBA University has been busy helping RF operators
understand what they're now required to
do by both OSHA and the FCC.
"There is a huge amount of interest
in training," Behr said; not only from

NEWS
broadcasters, but also from wireless
operators.
It's those wireless operators who
may feel more of the sting from the
FCC's proposed new rules, as the wireless world has exploded since the original 2003 docket opened. The bulk of
the FCC's work here concerns exposure
levels, not only from fixed transmitters
but from mobile devices.
As for the new docket being opened
by the FCC, it's mostly a specific
inquiry that even the experts on broadcast RF exposure are unlikely to join,
according to some observers.

NEW...

"Our purpose in opening this proceeding is to provide a forum for full
and transparent discussion to determine
whether any action may be appropriate,"
the commission states, but the agency
notes that it's especially interested in
hearing from experts at other federal
agencies — and that the sought-after
information is specialized, pertaining
to different standards for measuring RF
exposure across the human body.
The most interesting issue in the
new inquiry to broadcasters, perhaps,
has to do with "contact currents," the
shocks and burns that can zap construc-

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC.

RF SAFETY
INFORMATION
INFORMATION

EMERGENCY
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The Durst Organization recorded RF
safetlf information at 4Times Square in
New York fo , those who need access to
the rooftop transmission site.
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tion workers who are near large metal
objects like cranes and metal roofs, in
close proximity to AM transmitters.
The FCC asks for comment on whether
the agency should provide maps showing where those intense fields ( 10 volts/
meter or higher) are present, and whether broadcasters already have access to
that information.
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It's really amass
of little corrections and
changes.
—Lawrence Behr,
LBA Group Inc.
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multi-site group.

4On Air Station cluster only
www.arrakis-systems.

$
51:11:1 I
month

Further complicating the matter, the
FCC notes, "the AM station may be
a long-standing facility, while recent
development has generated the construction nearby." The commission is
asking broadcasters to weigh in on
whether the station or the developer
should bear the cost of mitigating this
issue, and whether the FCC is even the
appropriate agency to ask the question.
"We've been contemplating whether
we want to put any comments in and
haven't made a decision whether we
want to or not," said LBA's Behr. "Some
broadcasters may look at this and their
attorneys may want to put some stakes
in the ground, but Idon't see anything I
would particularly suggest."
For those who do want to file acomment to ET Docket 13-84, the comment
period closes Sept. 3, with reply comments due Nov. 1.
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ED GLAB
(continued from page 3)
useful. If there was something that needed to be done,
he did it.
"If it meant learning the office phone system, even
though that kind of work wasn't covered in the engineering contract, Idid because Ithought it added value
to my job:' he said.
Glab learned how to write computer code in the
1980s and eventually wrote computer software for the
online streaming software the WLS stations still use.
Glab also wrote the program for the Radio Data System
that the facilities use to transmit song title and artist
information on receiver displays.
"Some of it is so complicated, I'm having trouble
explaining it to my replacement. Sometimes it's alot of
work and effort to find the right solution."
One of the highlights of Glab's career was building
new studios for the AM and FM operations of WLS
in 1990, he said. Glab designed the floor plan for the
studio areas and spent nine months wiring the AM
talk studio. "Ithink being on-air at one
point helped me through the process to
understand what the on-air people needed
to make their jobs easier. It was a very
satisfying experience. We came up with
something that has served us for the past
23 years and is still serviceable."
WLS(AM) is a50 kW non-directional
clear channel station on 890 kHz. It airs
anews/talk format and carries local programming in addition to Rush Limbaugh
and Sean Hannity. WLS(FM) is aClass
B station on 94.7 MHz featuring aclassic
hits format. The FM broadcasts in HD
Radio; the AM aired digital for a short
time in 2008. Citadel, which owned the
stations at the time, made the decision to limit the AM
HD to daylight hours and then to turn it off entirely
because of interference concerns, Glab said.
'MORE FLEXIBILITY'
Glab's one i
egret about retirement is never having
the chance to work in a state-of-the-art radio studio
environment.
"Now they are doing audio over IP and Isee so
much more flexibility built into something like that.
Today's audio over IP systems make installation so
much easier than what we had in 1990. We are still
using the basic infrastructure. The consoles and the
basic wiring is the same."
If given another opportunity to build a new radio
station, Glab wouldn't change the WLS studio design
much. "I'd make the talk studios larger. Ifeel our
choice of the Pacific Recorders consoles was one of the
best decisions we made. They were built like tanks and
have proven their reliability," he said. "There are some
systems out there today that don't have the physical
ruggedness that Jack Williams built into his consoles.
Consoles take abeating. Our AM Control Room A has
been on air for 23 years with only ahandful of hours
down for maintenance."
Still, the physical plant of a radio station today is
vastly different from 1973, with computers greatly
changing how a radio station is designed and how
broadcast engineers do their jobs. "In away, things are
more specialized but infinitely more flexible:' he said.
"What you can do with computers has changed the
business exponentially," he said.
Glab might have retired sooner had Federal Reserve

Glab, Left, at the base of the WLS(AM) tower.

Glab engineers aremote for WLS in the 1970s.

Ed Glab, right, at
a2005 remote
for WLS.
Chairman Ben Bernanke not kept interest rates so low
in recent years, which he says limited the growth of his
retirement savings. He also doesn't see agreat future
for terrestrial radio.
"The threat of removing AM/FM from the dashboard
and from the entertainment systems in automobiles is
real. Some say it could start happening within three-tofive years. The sheer number of entertainment options

NEWSROUNDUP
TELEMATICS: AT&T will provide mobile connectivity to support SiriusXM's suite of security
and additional services for Nissans sold in North
America. The satcaster says SiriusXM in-vehicle
telematics will provide Nissan owners 24/7
emergency support for accidents, stolen vehicle
tracking and roadside assistance; additional services will be announced later. SiriusXM describes
itself as aconnected vehicle services provider for
Nissan, expanding its entertainment and information offerings in the car to telematics.
CES: The Consumer Electronics Association is
using new attendee badges at next year's CES
convention. The badges will employ near-field
communication, aset of standards for smartphones and similar devices to establish radio
communication with each other by touching
them together or bringing them into close proximity. CEA hopes the updated badges will mean

will make it more difficult to compete for listeners in
the car where so much [radio] listening takes place. You
have to do good local programming to be successful."
However, he feels that radio operates in an "atmosphere of huge conglomerates," and that as a result,
"the impetus to do good local radio just isn't there. And
that is going to really hurt radio."
Replacing Glab in the Windy City Cumulus engineering department is Tim Wright, who comes aboard
from Clear Channel. The department also includes
Chief Engineer Scott Clifton and IT Chief Carlos
Gonzalez.
Clifton called Glab "a very unique and legendary
radio engineer," and said the retiring engineer spent
most of his last week at work in mid-June preparing
others on how to do his job, "including creating abinder of how-to type manuals on many software programs
he has written for our operations."
In retirement, Glab might consider a return to the
organ. He used to play the instrument in achurch and
was paid for it.
"I haven't done that for 35 years, but I'm considering it. Ihave been bitten by the theater organ bug. It's a
very whimsical instrument. Iam thinking about building avirtual theater organ at home," he said.
Glab has been married to his wife, Lenci, for
38 years. The couple resides in Elk Grove Village, Ill.
shorter lines at the Las Vegas event. Badges will
not be mailed to attendees in advance. The 2014
Consumer Electronics takes place Jan. 7-10.
INDECENCY: The public and industry were given
more time to add to the 100,000 or so comments
filed at the FCC in its docket devoted to broadcast
indecency. The agency is taking comments on
whether to develop an "egregious cases" policy
and focus on those, rather than on fleeting, inadvertent indecent utterances. Comments were due
June 19. Reply comments to GN Docket 13-86 are
now due on Aug. 2.
PIRATES: Like Florida, New York and New Jersey,
Massachusetts wants laws on the books to help
local law enforcement prosecute pirate radio operators. The Massachusetts Broadcasters Association
supports H.R. 1679, abill to give its state attorney
general the power to seize equipment and seek
damages from unlicensed broadcasters. The MBA
urges members to contact the broadcast association
if astation has been affected by apirate station.

IP. It's the new ISDN.
Meet Z/IP ONE: The "Z" stands for Zepiyr.
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It's the question on everyone's lips: "What comes after ISDN?" The answer: Z/IP ONE, the

There's more: Z/IP ONE incorporates SIP, N/ACIP, and IPv6 standards. The worldwide

Telas Zephyr for IP connections. Broadcasters fell in love with the original Zephyr for its

Z/IP Server connection service helps traverse NAT routers and tricky firewalls. And

rock- solid reliability and superb audio; Z/IP ONE brings those same qualities to IP remotes.

now, you can do great- sounding handheld remotes using LUCI LIVE smartphone
and tablet apps. All of which makes Z/IP ONE perfect for live remote broadcasts,

Is IP reliable? TV networks say so - they use it for HD video backhaul. And Z/IP ONE is

whether concerts, talk show remotes, off- site talent — even full-time STL links or

packed with IP-codec "smarts" to ensure reliability, even over the public Internet. Agile

RPU backhauls.

Connection Technology adapts to network conditions, delivering audio quality as good or
better than ISDN despite packet loss and jitter. Genuine, high-performance MPEG codecs

Experience the convenience and flexibility of IP.
Z/IP ONE: the best way to hear from there.'"

from Fraunhofer for exceptional fidelity— no lame knock- off codecs. No latency build-up,
re- negotiation or fiddly adjustments: Z/IP ONE just works.
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High-quality remotes are right in your pocket.
Z/IP ONE now connects to LUCI LIVE smartphone
apps for wideband audio on- the-go.

lelos-Systems.com/zip-one
tel.
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NAUTEL ADDS TO NVI-T LINE
Transmitter maker Nautel has announced additions to its NV" family ( shown) of analog
FM transmitters, with new models at 15 kW, 20 kW, 30 kW and 40 kW power ranges.
The NV'T transmitters are based on the NV line but have features from the VS line as
well. Features include solid-state construction, analog or AES digital input, Livewire IP
audio I/O, Shoutcast or IceCast streaming input, local content storage, USB audio backup,
dynamic RDS, dual SCA and stereo coders, scheduler and playlists. An Orban Inside integrated processor card option is available. The series is compatible with Nautel's Advanced
User Interface control system.
Turning to the NV line, Nautel has delivered firmware updates for it and the NX AM
transmitter family as well. Nautel points to the introduction of the real-time measurement
of modulation error ratio as the top of the new features. Other new features include an
updated Flash player; SMTP login capability for email; port forwarding support; Network
Time Protocol ( NTP); the ability to save meters and critical parameters in memory; the
ability to take action on audio loss; restructured preset and submenu structures; SNMP
traps; summary alarms for remote interfacing; and remote AUI timeout.
INFO: www.nautel.com

We continue our Summer of Products series with
more new gear introductions from radio broadcast
equipment manufacturers. Don't forget your sunblock!

RCS MOBILIZES GSELECTOR,
ZETTA AND AQUIRA
Broadcast software developer RCS says that its Selector2Go is
"tailored" for the Web. The music scheduling software system is
compatible with all browsers and across platforms and mobile devices. According to RCS, the system is designed to keep the interface
simple and straightforward.
The data flow is kept small
to enable fast performance,
=
even on mobile networks
like 3G.
RCSremote ( shown) is
an app for smartphones
or handheld devices that
lets users control the Zetta
automation system's station log. Basic controls like
play, pause, stop and fade
can be triggered while
deeper items such as station

Studer has released
version 5of its operating
software for its OnAir console family.
The company says the
V5 offers a much- requested " Library" feature
where often- used console
settings can be stored and
made accessible to network users and multiple
channels.
A countdown timer
function has been added

platform or even switching
between satellite, live assist

to the stopwatch. A GUI
tweak allows for chan-

and automated modes.
Macros can be constructed
and along with recording

nel labels to be modified
when necessary, and
stored in user snapshots.
Enhancements include support for CobraNet and Axia Livewire cards used within a

simple voice tracks into the
system.
The Aquira traffic system
moves online with Aquira Online. This online version lets users stay
in constant contact with the traffic team back at the station, anywhere there is Internet access. This allows better customer service;
faster data access for delivering prompt and accurate service to
clients; and controlled security for limiting access to proposals and
client information.
INFO: www.rcsworks.com

SOFTWARE UPGRADES COME TO STUDER CONSOLES

Studer D21m system; improved input-to- output patching, monitoring and talkback; and
new GPIO functions for talkback groups.
For Vista consoles amajor upgrade comes in the form of automatic microphone mixing via asoftware patch. Studer says this will allow automated and better mixing when
multiple mics are being used. It should keep ambient and background noise down while
minimizing clipping. Plus, it will allow for weighting a particular input so that it can stand
out from verbal " scrums." This is available in VistaMix only ( shown).
Studer also recently announced that it has partnered with ENCO Systems to make that
company's DAD automation system compatible with Studer's OnAir consoles.
INFO: www.studer.ch

Advertisement
SATELLITE SIGNAL LEVEL METER
AND SAT IDENTIFIER
Our new "SAT- BUDDY" satellite signal level
meter will measure 950 - 2150MHz Lband signals. The unit powers the LNB, and provides digital signal measurement for carriers. The unit can

HD- GRADE SATELLITE
LNB WILL BOOST EBNO
ON RECEIVERS
Invest
a FEW- HUNDREDDOLLARS into upgrading your
satellite antenna- mounted LNB,
to the new DAWNco
"L series" LNBs, and
watch for improved
EbNo readings on
your digital satellite
receivers.
DAWNco's latest generation
of C and Ku band
LNBs have best- inindustry specs for
"ldB gain compres-

sum. Install these units to make
a real difference in the reception
of HD and other MPEG4 or DVBS2 satellite channels. Internal circuitry has been completely redesigned for reduced power draw, so
that indoor receivers
and power supplies
will never be overtaxed. In order to
prevent signal outages, when outdoor
temperatures
fluctuate,
DAWNco's
best LNBs feature a
highly stable +/- 5
Khz rating.

IMPROVE RECEPTION
WITH 3.7 METER
SATELLITE DISH FOR
LESS THAN $ 2K
Keep your dish cost under
$2K, and permanently improve
your satellite reception capability, with our fiberglass
3.7 meter satellite antenna.
This is the perfect dish
for rooftop or island locations, where the 8 petal
design offers easy transport to site. Ground mount
USA sites may prefer our
HIGH- GAIN aluminum sat
antennas, in sizes up to 5.0

meter. The customer will specify
stationary or motorized configuration for the dish, and DAWNco
offers all other items needed for a
complete system.

identify satellites by name, measure signal levels
-70 to 10 dBm, plus display carrier-to-noise (C/N),
signal quality, and Bit Error Rate. Confidently recognize the satellite adish is aimed at, and peak the
antenna to maximum performance.
SURGE SUPRESSOR FOR LIGHTNING
NEAR SATELLITE ANTENNA
Kai: the L:\li-L.111-.',top in the coaxial cable
line that runs from the dish, to the satellite receiver. Think of it as an "insurance policy" to protect

expensive indoor equipment from lightning hits.
Tran:ient Suppressing Diode technology works to
block high voltage surges. The lightning protection units can take multiple strikes, with no need
for resetting or replacing.
COVERSAT AND HEATSAT
MAKE YOUR DISH RELIABLE
IN BAD WEATHER
Ihe COVERsat will prevent most signal outages caused by snow and ice. It is wrapped over the
front face of adish, creating asteep and slippery
surface to prevent the accumulation of ice (Sr snow.
The cover is made to exactly fit the customers
specified dish type. The HEATsat satellite antenna

•
Keeping track of all the satellite and fiber
optic communications products out there
is afull time job.
That's why so many people come to
DAVVNco. They count on us for everything from satellite antennas, receivers,
LNBs, and position controllers to fiber
optic broadband links, satellite links and
data links.

heater will completely stop signal ouiages caused
by snow and ice. This reliable dish back-side electric heater keeps snow & ice from forming on the
&ill, by heating the reflector when snow and ice
conditions are present. Purchase the HEATsat to
upgrade existing satellite antennas, and ask for it
to be included with your new dish purchases.

We offer the broadcast TV, cable TV, radio
and educational fields high quality equipment at down-to-earth prices.

You'll find
our prices
reasonable,
our reasoning
priceless. "tt

But more than equipment, we offer exp
We can examine your situation and you budget,
and recommend exactly wh at you need. Yo u sa v
e
both time and money by making the best possible
buying decision.
Call aDAVINco expert with your ques ions by
simply dialing 800.1366.6969. Use tle same
number for our free catalog, or
find it all on the web at
www.DAWNco.com.

DAWNco
Reasonable prices, priceless reasoning.
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HARRIS SHOWS NEW FLEXIVA
TRANSMITTERS AND IP LINK
New from Harris Broadcast is the Intraplex IP Link 200.
The IP Link 200 has two bidirectional stereo inputs for multichannel capability,
supports multiple audio formats and has a " multicoding" ability, which enables
simultaneous delivery of audio in many formats. Dynamic Stream Splicing sends
multiple identical streams over the same network to avoid service interruptions
from packet loss.

AETA SCOOPFONE CALLS IN HD VOICE
AETA is an early adopter of HD Voice technology, an improved voice codec
The company also is moving in adifferent power direction for its Flexiva line
of solid-state FM transmitters: lower power levels.
New models output 50, 150, 300 and 500 W. These are aimed at low- power
stations, gap fill and single-frequency transmitter networks with multiple transmitter locations across amarket.
In addition, the Flexiva family now offers an optional internal Orban
Optimod-FM 5500 series multiband digital audio processor plug-in card. Harris
says this gives budget- conscious broadcasters the audio processing power and
control of the standalone Optimod 5500, built into the transmitter at less than
half the cost. The Flexiva incorporates a DSP-based, five- band audio processor
with adual- band, window- gated AGC. It is integrated with the Flexiva's graphical user interface.
INFO: harrisbroadcast.com

DIPOLE ANTENNA, NOTCH FILTER
NEW FROM ALAN DICK
Alan Dick Broadcast says that
its ADB-VP vertical dipole FM
broadcast antenna is well suited
to HD Radio and analog broadcasting applications. The ADB-VP
is avertically polarized broadband
FM side- mount antenna, consisting of a balun-fed vertical dipole,
power divider and coaxial feed
lines; it features symmetrical
bandpass.
It is stainless steel with abrass
inner conductor. Associated brackets and hardware are made of
hot- dipped, galvanized steel. The
unit is assembled to full size at the
factory and tuned on an electrically similar tower structure to
ensure proper impedance match
and low VSWR.
The ADB-CNQ is acoaxial quarter-wave notch filter designed
for suppression of intermodal
products and rejection of asingle
frequency. ADBL points out that its filter family also features natural temperature stabilization, low insertion loss and VSWR packaged in acompact,
high " Q" aluminum cavity. The filter's small footprint, it says, allows it to be
mounted virtually anywhere in atransmission system.
INFO: www.alandickbroadcast.com

for cellphone calls, which it says provides 7kHz ( 50 Hz-7 kHz) of audio bandwidth while standard voice codecs achieve 3.1 kHz ( 300 Hz- 3.4 kHz).
Using that technology is anew AFTA product, the ScoopFone HD, a portable phone designed for low-cost remotes and immediate on-the-spot broadcasts from reporters.
The company adds that it performs well in TV wireless coordination and
any live long-distance communication where professional- quality performance and interfaces are needed.
ScoopFone HD offers broadcasters features such as OLED display, afriendly
user interface, onboard mixing capabdity for two inputs ( mic and line), 48V
phantom power, two antenna ports for reception diversity, two headphone
jack sockets, acough key, USB port and an easily accessibie SIM card slot.
ScoopFone runs from rechargeable or disposable AA batteries, with an integrated charger.
INFO: www.aeta-audio.com

WIDEORBIT TRAFFIC
ADDRESSES TABLETS
Broadcast business software
developer WideOrbit has acreated
an app for tablets, for entering WO
Traffic orders.
The app allows for ad order
entries into atablet by providing
aform; then it can transmit the
order into abroadcaster's central
WO Traffic system. An automated
email notification can be generated to notify the sales manager of
the new order.
Product Manager of WO Traffic
Product Manager Arden Ten
Broeck stated in the announcement, " The WO Traffic order entry and approvals app will help salespeople go
from the customer's desk to submitting orders on their tablet device without
being tethered to the office." She added that sales managers will benefit from
the ability to approve new orders and order changes while on the go, and they
will have a more up-to-date view of sales orders and inventory.
The app is available for Android and iOS devices.
Also, WideOrbit's WO Media Sales sales management module has seen some
recent tweaks. It has a new delivery dashboard for broadcasters so they can keep
track of their guarantees. It will email them when contracts are falling behind
schedule.
INFO: www.wideorbit.com

AComplete Radio Station
in Just Two Rack Units
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ith Logitek and ENCO Inside, all of the functionality of aradio studio can be consolidated into the
Logitek JetStream Audio Networking platform. All
you need is amicrophone to make it complete!
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incorporated within the Logitek JetStream, our integrated
console engine and IP audio networking platform that
handles routing, mixing, profanity delay and audio processing along with up to 128 digital or analog inputs/outputs
and 24 mix- minus busses.

ENCO Inside brings the ENCO DAD audio playout and
suite of utilities combines the functionality of list driven

Call today to see how easy it is to incorporate audio playout
in your networked audio system.

playout and automation, user defined hotkeys, content
creation, distribution and management, voice tracking,

ENCO Inside - another game changing innovation from

scheduling and reconciliation. All of these capabilities are

Logitek!

automation platform to the JetStream router. The complete

Logitek Electronic Systems. Inc.
Phone: ( 713) 664-4470
Toll Free: (800) 231-5870
www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek
Networked Audio Systems
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OMNIRAX SCOOPS THE FURNITURE
Omnirax Furniture Co. wants facility managers to know
that it can furnish an entire facility — from specialized on-air
broadcast and production furniture to standard office and
conference furniture for the traditional office operations.
New for Omnirax is the eDesktop line of private office
and staff open office furniture. The eDesktop is aconcept
built around curved and scoop- shaped desktops that maximize the amount of desktop real estate that can be used.
Omnirax says that this line can be combined with the company's Innova customized and Phoenix manufac-

ELENOS EMPHASIZES
EFFICIENCY, ROBUSTNESS
Elenos' low- and medium- power Indium FM
transmitter line, available with nine power levels from 20-3,000 watts, now includes the new
ETG3000 digital transmitter. These compact transmitters, says the firm, offer high efficiency, planar design and remote control operation ( SMS,
GPRS, SNMP, Internet, Web).

tured broadcast furniture lines to satisfy afacility's requirements in astylish way. Both of these lines offer
broadcast-friendly features such as cable raceways.
INFO: www.omnirax.com

ARCTIC PALM UPDATES CENTER STAGE
Broadcast software developer Arctic Palm has released updates to its
Center Stage platform of broadcast software playout, RDS and information
programs.
The Center Stage Live CSRDS module can now capture Tag Station information for use with datacasting processes. It can also feed asecond backup
stream. In addition, CSRDS is now compatible with Digital Jukebox, MegASeg,
Timeless Cool, WireReady and XStream automation systems. It is also compatible with Kavarta and Omnia Omnia.9 RDS encoders.
One more new feature is the Web updater can now send promotional messages to the website when songs aren't playing, but exclude commercials.
The CS Contest Management program can now output a missed contest
list for the CSPickup module. A new datacasting option has been added providing authorized on-air staff to post messages to the datacasting services
for the CS Contest On- Air module as well as to send contest information to an iMediaTouch On-Air computer.
And the data entry window sizing in the On-Air module will be retained for the next use after On-Air has
been closed.
Workflow tweaks for CS Copy Management have been added, too, such as the ability to send scripts to multiple stations and multiple folders within an OMT environment, and the ability to move the CSProducer prompter
window to asecond monitor.
INFO: www.arcticpalm.com

NEW FIRSTLINE PMODEL
FOR STACO ENERGY
Power products developer Staco Energy has added
a 160-250 kVA model to its FirstLine Pseries of threephase uninterruptible power supplies.
Staco describes these units as online, double- conversion units boasting efficiencies of up to 98 percent;
and they can be run in parallel, up to eight units.
"Classified as a ' Zero Impact Source,' the FirstLine P
provides a high input power factor of 0.99, a low input

transmitter, which according to Elenos offers an
electrical efficiency of 70 percent, has an OLED
display, GSM telemetry, Web browser and SNMP
agent. It is also equipped with RF LDMOS devices,
and planar technology as well as six cooling fans
to ensure operation under all environmental
conditions.
Also new is the ET30000-5 solid-state FM
transmitter, which features ICEFET technology to
maintain low temperatures and reduce consumption. The ET30000-5 is acompact unit, housed in
one cabinet.
INFO: www.elenos.com

TFT DEVELOPS NEW EAS/CAP
ENCODER AND DECODER
TFT says its new EAS911+ is a replacement for its EAS911 device.
Capable of EAS encoding and decoding, it adds Common Alerting
Protocol receiving capabilities as well. According to the company it has
passed FEMA guidelines for compliance in CAP decoding.

ineDtegnimmer
atah ,

current distortion of less than or equal to 3percent, and a power walk-in function
that ensures progressive rectifier start-up," it states. The system also acts as a high-

1111111111

performance filter by protecting upstream power supply sources from any harmon-

I

ics and reactive power generated by the load's power, the company adds.
Staco Marketing Manager Jim Hall said customers asked for a higher kVA UPS for

The latest is the ETG3500 Indium ( shown). This
FM transmitter features audio MPX input, mono,
stereo, and AES/EBU, TC TS cards. The 3,500 watt

I

I

r cizzrral

the 480 VAC product family.
For broadcasters, Staco says that the FirstLine Pmodels are suitable for information technology applications such as those found within the broadcast arena's digitized environment, " especially to protect transmitter exciters and HD Radio coders,
monitoring, remote control and Emergency Alert Systems, links to remote programming sources via digital telephony, satellite, etc., as well as office computers, standalone computers and computer networks for audio playback, program scheduling
and more."
www.stacoenergy.com

Features compared to previous models include enhanced logging and
recording capabilities and text-to- speech conversion. It will interface
with TFT EAS devices such as the EAS930A multi- module receiver and the
EAS941A remote/status module.
TFT says it can also work with video overlay units for television system
use.
INFO: www.tftinc.com

SONY
make. be'ieve

NEW
VERSIONS
Now available

soNY

SOliy

make.teeve

WINDOWS- MAC Os

uniquely powerful, amazing together
The new Sound Forge" Pro and SpectraLayers - Pro upgrades represent the nexus of waveform and
spectral editing. Reenergized recording and processing environments, more plug-ins, metering for the new
critical standards, and fresh editing options give Sound Forge Pro 11 tne edge on workflow efficiency, while
SpectraLayers Pro 2comes to the plate equipped with more speed, more convenience, and some astonishing
new tools and methodologies for radical sound shaping. And that's only the beginning—this pair of heavy
hitters is now wired for seamless audio data transfer, forming a colossal editing system offering immediate gains
for professionals everywhere. Sound Forge Pro 11 and SpectraLayers Pro 2are both available now, thoroughly
improved and perfectly aligned to serve as your ideal gateway to the highest level of creative audio editing,
including mixing, remixing, mastering, repair, restoration, and pure sound design.
Learn more and download the trials at: www.sonycreativesoftware.com

Buy both and save:
Audio Master Suite

Ceerright ©2013. Sony Creative Software le:. All rights reserved. ' SONY' and 'inake.belleve' ore tradernons of Soy.
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Look for more Summer of Products coverage
in the next issue.

ARRAKIS BUNDLES UP
Consoles
maker and software developer
Arrakis Systems
is bundling products this season.

AUDEMAT DELIVERS
NEW REMOTE MONITORING SOLUTIONS

The company's
New- Wave auto-

Audemat, WorldCast's monitoring and telemetry division, has released new
remote monitoring packages.
A release says that many of the packages will be based on current environmental and server room systems. For instance an environmental monitoring
package will include all the sensors required to monitor temperature, humidity,
smoke and even door contact status. Other packages include sensors for motion
detection and power.
These systems will utilize Audemat's Mini Control Silver ( shown), Relio or
IP2Choice hardware and the Scripteasy software suite along with sensors and
other accessories.
WorldCast Group VP of Sales Christophe Poulain stated, " With our new
remote monitoring packages, it is not necessary for acustomer to spend hours,
sourcing and configuring awhole range of equipment. We have done this work
on their behalf to ensure that we can offer them acomprehensive monitoring
solution with tried and tested components."
INFO: www.audemat.com

mation software
is being packaged with the
DHD-DAC digital
interface.
The combination provides a way to interface a computer with a console and provide
several types of outputs — L/R analog via XLRs, a digital S/PDIF via
RCA and another analog via R.1-45. A USB port provides connection to
the computer.
The Windows- based New-Wave software provides play- out options, liveassist tools, scheduling, routing, Internet tools for streaming and podcasts.
Bundle price: $ 1,100.
Arrakis has also announced the addition of a Bluetooth component for
its ARC- 10 and ARC- 15 consoles.
INFO: www.arrakis-systems.com

Visit us at the

Texas Association of
Broadcasters Convention
Aug. 7-8 in Austin

d ie
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For building, servicing, or expanding a satellite network, NPRSS provides the satellite capacity — and
nationwide coverage — to meet your video, audio, and data distribution needs For comprehensive solutions
packaged with personal attention, contact NPRSS at linkup@npr.org or www.nprss.org/linkup.
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Four AM Stations Sharing One Site
RADIOWORLD Iradioworld.coni

How does that work, exactly?

BY MARK PERSONS AND MARK MUELLER
Mark Persons writes: It all started in 1963, when
Herb Hoppe signed on with a250 watt AM daytimer on
800 kHz at Sauk Rapids, Minn., some 60 miles northwest of Minneapolis, in a market of 100,000 people.
WVAL, as he called it, was named after his wife, Val.
Fast forward to 1982, when the FCC opened up the
AM "clear channels," allowing additional nighttime
service applications on those otherwise sacred frequencies. Herb moved the station over to 660 kHz at 10 kW
by day and 250 watts by night, with four towers using
aHarris transmitter and phasor system.
He had to let go of the 800 kHz frequency due to
FCC ownership rules at the time.
An FCC rule change in the 1990s allowed broadcasters to have more than one AM station in the same
town. Herb applied, with the help of Mueller Broadcast
Design, to get 800 kHz back and built a2,600 watt daytime/850 watt nighttime facility in 1996, using anew
Nautel transmitter and phasor from Kintronic Labs,
this time with two towers during the day and three towers at night, "diplexed" to share the same towers as 660.
That's right: Two AM stations feeding the same
towers at once.

Station: Frequency/Pattern/Pwr.

Towers in Use Designated by X
1E

2C

X

X

X

X

VVXYG: 540 kHz 250 W Night

X

X

X

WBHR: 660 kHz 10 kW Day

X

X

WXYG 540 kHz 250 W Day

WBHR: 660 kHz 500 W Night

X

WVAL: 800 kHz 2600 W Day

X

WVAL: 800 kHz 850 W Night

X

3W

4S

X

5SE

X

X

X

X
X

Classic country fiddle music, as it was broadcast in
the 1960s, was heard again on 800, to the delight of
listeners and the station's accounting department.
Herb's son, Gary, became involved and saw an
opportunity in the 2004 AM Auction 84 filing window
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Finally, again with the help of Mark Mueller, they
added 540 kHz with 250 watts using four towers by day
and three towers at night. This one is WXYG(AM) and
now it is "quadplexing." Engineering got more corn(continued on page 26)

Product with no equal in the industry
... it's Simply the BEST !!!
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This chart, provided by Mark MueLler, showed that 2,600 watts by day and 850 watts by night was possible.
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7N

X

X

WMIN:1010 kHz 240 W Night

6NW

X

WMIN: 1010 kHz 1700 W Day
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to add to the mix. He applied for 540 and 1010 kHz
during the window and got approval for 1010 first. This
required building three more towers and "triplexing"
three stations into most of the same towers with two
patterns. ( It's 1.7 kW into three towers daytime and 240
watts into four towers nighttime.)
This one is WMIN(AM), agreat call for aMinnesota
station that had been used on 1010 in the Twin Cities
prior to its move to 1030 and then 740 kHz.

This practice is becoming more commonplace nowadays, as real estate values and construction costs have
risen, but at the time it was not as widely done by
owners and station engineers. The 660 kHz became
WBHR(AM) sports talk, and 800 kHz got its original
WVAI, call sign.
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Fully Digital DSP-Based IF Filter • iPhone, iPad & Android Compatible
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IT'S LIKE A SAVINGS VAULT IN DISGUISE.
The cost of a transmitter extends well beyond the purchase price. But with

r
-3..indbreaking innovations like

PowerSmart®, Harris Flexive and 3DX® transmitters provide higher perform3nce : hat saves money, every day.
Less space, power and maintenarce reqLired - this is techiolociy you can bank on.

Where Great Radio Begins — harrisbroadcast.comiradio
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Deliver the moment.

The Intelligent Network News

Radio World Profiles Portland's
Seven Station Move

VP- 8 Gets an IP Boost

Huge WheatNet-IP system

takes to be a little more popular. Meet VP- 81P!

makes it an exceptionally

UMWORLD

smooth move

•

Under One Roof at Last in Portland

Radio World magazine's story
about Clear Channel in Portland,

Wheatstone's most popular processor just got what it

FACILITY
PROF«

Oregon who moved seven stations
under one roof. They're under one
network, too - WheatNet-IP! Quite
an undertaking, this was an exciting
project for us.
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The VP- 8 has become our top selling processor and with good reason.
It's incredibly powerful. has a library of universally lauded great- sounding
presets ( with some new tweaks for the VP- 81P) and is priced exactly
where you'd want it to be. And now, it's got something else

2

native

support for WheatNet-IP. Which means it's easier than ever to deploy

nrt thn whoIn story hem•

and control these from any place in your facility.

RWPORTLAND.wheatstone.com

Get tH whole story
VP-8IP.wheatstone.com

one way or another, you're gonna need help recovering
after your first encounter with our LX- 24...

...yep, THAT good...

gotta have it!

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isalesewheatstone.com
OK, this spread is an advertising space paid for by Wheatstone. But hopefully you'll find it informative, entertaining and compelling.
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Engineer's Epinion...
Interoperability: Is Radio Ahead of the Game?

N E TW

Wheatstone Central to CKUA's Epic Move

By Andrew Calvanese, VP Wheatstone
While other industries are just waking up to the
idea of passing audio over an IP network, we
have complete interoperable systems today.
Broadcasters understand that it is not whether an
individual device can stream AolP, but rather the
point is the integrated system itself. Can Iroute
audio where Ineed it? Can Icontrol it so it plays
when Iwant, how Iwant? Can Imake rapid and
substantial changes in the system layout and
flow without rewiring or re- patching everything?

For the CKUA project, we set up our WheatNet-IP AolP networking

Can Iorganize and control my system from

around a central production studio surroLnded by control rooms,

one centralized application that manages all the

voice booths and newsrooms that share VO and line-of- sight between

routing, streaming, mixing, logic, and control? With today's latest generation

them. Kris Rocits, Director of Engineering. IT, and Facilities for CKUA,

broadcast AolP system, you can. In that regard, broadcasters are way ahead

gives all the details in the cover story of the June issue of Radio

of the interoperability game.

magazine. You can download a reprint below, courtesy of Radio.

Get the whole story here: INTEROP.wheatstone.com

Get the whole story here: OKUA.wheatstone.com

Got MADI? Getting Into The Intelligent Network Is a Snap!
With our MADI BLADE, getting 64 channels from your existing gear into WheatNet-IP is

r...g

and Play!

The MADI BLADE bridges the gap, literally, between any MADI -capable audio gear/
network and the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network. For the first time, users can add-on to
their existing infrastructure with inexpensive and proven WheatNet-IP equipment. But its
functionality is not limited to Wheatstone systems. ANY system that utilizes MADI can now
install WheatNet-IP gear and have the full functionality thai MADI permits.

Get the wi u

siuy nere: MADI-BLADE.wheatstone.com

8 Things You Need to Know About IP Consoles
There's just something about that subtle " click' of the controls and the way those Penny & Giles glide up and
down. Are we right? Yeah, we've been known to cop a feel every now and then, too, and we make them —
hundreds of Wheatstone and Audioarts consoles every year. There's actually some pretty cool stuff we've
discovered... Get the whole story here. 8THINGS.wheatstone.com

Wheatstone's goal is

Higher Education Chooses Higher
Quality Broadcast Equipment

to give you the best

What colleges are looking for when building

possible tool set to

or updating their studies

Winner's Circle

become the best

Get a look at what is governing the decision making

possible station in

process when it comes to designing modern college

your market. WheatNet-IP represents an

broadcast facilities and why Wheatstone is a perfect fit

incredible leap forward in AolP technology
Get the whole story here:

and is truly the next generation. More

COLLEGE-BROADCAST.wheatstone.com

people are hopping on this platform every
day and it's making a world of difference
in their operations.

fese
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FOUR STATIONS
(continued from page 22)
plicated, but still workable. With such
a low frequency, the coverage is phenomenal. Did you know that 250 watts
on 540 is almost equal to the coverage
of 50 kW on 1600 kHz in areas of low
ground conductivity?
What made all of this economically
feasible was that no more land was
needed to add three towers and three
stations to the first one. The original 40
acres of land was enough. A new and
much larger transmitter building was

constructed to hold the additional transmitters and phasing systems, but that
was an interesting project unto itself.
Iwas involved in most of the onsite
engineering work, but most credit
should be given to Mark Mueller for the
design and tuning of this masterpiece
of asystem.
The original WVAL ITA AM-250A
Transmitter was converted from 800
kHz to be used as abackup on 660 kHz
and then converted again as a backup
for 1010 kHz. Each time, it performed
flawlessly and is still working after
more than 50 years.

Plus, because it is atube transmitter,
it was able to handle huge amounts of
reflected power while each new directional array was tuned. Only after the
tune-up were solid-state transmitters
brought online.
IN PRACTICE
Mark Mueller continues: In 1995 the
client asked if he could have his old frequency back now that the FCC allowed
broadcasters to have more than one AM
station in the same town. After abit of
analysis, Idetermined that the answer
was abig yes.

WVAL had moved to 660 kHz in the
1980s but was originally on 800 kHz
with 250 watts non-directional day but
no night authority. My study showed
that 2,600 watts day and 850 watts night
was possible, but both would need to be
directional. Hmmm, where could the
transmitter site be located?
11111111111111

It was an
interesting challenge
keeping up with this
unique project, as there
are no other four-station
directional antenna
arrays to compare it
with.
-Mark Mueller

What the St@IY0
must happened?
Know now.
PDM just emailed you audio proof.
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Well, the client already had four
towers on ahuge piece of property, just
outside of town, that was being used for
660 kHz, and the ground system was
more than large enough, plus the tower
heights and spacings would work fine
on 800 kHz. FCC filing windows were
still in the future so an application for a
new station on 800 kHz was tendered in
January 1996 and granted by the FCC

PEOPLENEWS
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Program Delay Manager's patented PD- Alert T" instantly
emails time- stamped audio files whenever Dump is
pressed. These files capture what took place both on- air
and off- air, so you always know what happened.
And only PDM offers:
• Livewire AolP, plus digital and analog audio
• Sync of IP data, serial streams and GPIO to audio

Clear Channel Media and Entertainment has chosen Kelly Kibler
as senior vice president of operations.
Kibler will oversee the Houston, Dallas,
Austin and San Antonio markets and
will report to Tom Schurr, president
of operations, major markets. Nathan
Daschle also joins Clear Channel, in
the Washington office, as executive vice
president for political strategy.
Mat Mitchell has been named program director for KZZP(FM) and

It's about time
The Telos Alliance

•

www.25-Seven.com

• ( 216) 241-7225
Katerina Perez

KYOT(FM), and
he will also host
middays on KZZP.
Clear Channel
Seattle has named
Katerina Perez
as its new vice
president of sales.
Rhonda Lapham
has been named
market manager
for Clear Chan-
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in 1997.
Kintronic Labs built the phasor,
antenna coupling networks and diplexing filters to keep 800 from interfering
with 660 kHz and vice versa. Mark
Persons did the installation and Ituned
and proofed the system with both stations happily running into the same set
of towers.
Diplexing can be agreat solution for
where to locate astation. No new land
was required and the transmitter building was just (barely) large enough to
house two phasors along with main and
auxiliary transmitters for each. WVAL
returned to 800 kHz in March of 1999
while 660 kHz became WBHR.
Then, as often happens, clients see
opportunity in expansion and with the
WVAL addition to WBHR proving that
it could be economically done, the question of whether additional frequencies
were usable from the site came up. Two
were found, and the story continued with
the 2004 Auction 84 AM filing window
and the addition of the two stations.
Three more towers were built on
the same piece of land to optimize
the patterns and make it all work out
right. 1010 was granted first in 2005
and implemented in 2008, while 540
was granted in 2007 and constructed
in 2010.
It was an interesting challenge keeping up with this unique project, as
there are no other four-station directional antenna arrays to compare it
with. Having three of the four stations
on the lower end of the band helped in
some respects, like keeping stray inductive reactances from the interconnecting

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD
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tubing under control, and hindered in
others, as when low drive-point impedances were encountered on WXYG.
In order to minimize the potential for
unpleasant surprises, the tower houses
were rebuilt to hold all of the equipment, which was then installed as a
unit instead of piecemeal additions to
each existing array. Close attention to
grounding and component layout minimized interaction between stations and
allowed the system to perform with no
significant interaction or cross products.
There are more than 50 pass-reject
filters in this system, since none of the

stations use all seven of the unused
towers, which are detuned through the
filters.
The entire system had already been
modeled for the design, and development around the site was affecting existing monitor points, so MoM ( Method of
Moments) antenna proofs were done on
all four stations. It has been well over a
year since the last station was added and
there have been very few maintenance
problems, not bad considering four stations are sharing the same site.
The client is happy and Iam also
very pleased that this kind of setup can

and will work.
Mark Persons, WOMH, is a professional broadcast engineer certified by
the Society of Broadcast Engineers. He
has more than 30 years of experience
and has written numerous articles for
industry publications. His website is
www.mwpersons.com.
Mark Mueller has been a broadcast
technical consultant specializing in AM
directional arrays for 30 years and
can be reached at Mueller Broadcast
Design, in La Grange, Ill., by visiting
the website www.muellerbroadcastdesign.com.
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SureStream makes the public internet aviable alternative to existing synchronous networks
such as T1 and ISDN without any compromise to your station's sound or reliability.
nel Providence.
Robert Ames has joined Radio
World's parent company, NewBay
Media LLC, as vice president/corporate director of digital media.
Beasley Las Vegas Operations Manager Justin Chase
has been promoted
to a newly-created
position of vice president of programming, reporting to
President and Chief
Operations Officer
Bruce Beasley.
RCS
appointed
Keith Williams as
its new vice president
1
ustin Chase
for the Asia Pacific
Region. Currently, Williams serves as
managing director of RCS Australia, and
he will temporarily continue those duties.
Send us your people news: radioworldenbmedia.com.

Hundreds of SureStream links are now active in the networks of Broadcasters throughout the US and further afield.
To findout 4ki ..%• Sam ,can do for ou visit www.surestream.ws today!
"SureStream technology has
made possible something
that was conventionally
assumed to be impossible:
having ahigh quality, realtime audio link over the
open Internet."
Dan Houg, KAXE/
Northern CommunityRadio

"There are no audio drops
from failover relays, glitches
or other anomalies, as the
SureStream decoder works
its magic."

Larry Holtz,
All Classical Radio, Oregon

Wieteeritei(

"It has become a hobby of
mine to check the control
panel every so often and see
just how many packets have
been dropped with no effect
on the continuity or quality
of our broadcast audio."
Jordi Gol,
Radio Flaix, Catalonia
FLAIX

"We could see that the line
was continually suffering
from lost packets, but
SureStream's
advanced
resequencer ensured that
the audio output always
remained perfect."
Radio Vaticana

etra

ussales@worldcastsystems.com
T: + 1305 249 3110
'egg
i S
11
)

VVorldCast Systems Group

www.aptcodecs.com
www.worldcastsystems.com
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The Ampex Cue-Matic Disk Recorder
ROOTS OF
RADIO
BY JOHN SCHNEIDER
In the radio studios of the 1950s,
commercials and recorded announcements were played from 16-inch
Electrical Transcriptions ( E.T.'s) or reelto-reel tapes. But with the development
of the fast-paced top 40 format, stations
needed a better way to quickly play
short audio cuts. The broadcast equipment industry responded to this need
with several new product concepts.
The first of these was the Gates
ST- I01 Spot Tape machine. It was introduced in 1959, the same year as the first
endless-loop tape cartridge machines,
but never gained significant broadcaster
acceptance. The Mackenzie Repeater
and the Schafer Spotter were two additional formats that found limited adoption. At the same time, broadcasters
were embracing the cartridge concept
in overwhelming numbers, and within
three years it had become radio's gold
standard.
Yet another concept that failed to
click with radio broadcasters was the
Ampex Cue-Matic machine, introduced
in 1965. Instead of the conventional audiotape format, these machines
played the Ampex Cue-Mat — a3 mil
magnetically coated Mylar disk, 11-3/4
inches in diameter. It recorded analog
audio in a spiral track from outside to
inside, like a phonograph record. The
player ran at 12 RPM, which provided a
playing time of 3minutes 45 seconds on
adisk, and used a30 Hz stop cue tone.
KYA(AM), in San Francisco (now
KSFB), was the station selected by
Ampex to test the prototype. KYA was
close to the Ampex headquarters in
Redwood City, and was atop 40 station

KYA(AM) studio engineer
Carl Christiansen. Photo
courtesy of Kevin Mostyn.
that needed fast access to short audio
cuts. Pictured is studio engineer Carl
Christiensen inserting aCue-Matic disk
into one of the Ampex players. (San
Francisco was a union town, and so
KYA did not have combo operators.)
The Cue-Mat format had several
faults. There was no jacket to protect
the disks, and so they were subject
to scratches, tears, folds and other
damage. Another drawback was that
the head speed decreased towards the
center of the disk, gradually reducing
audio quality. The outside speed was
7-1/2 IPS, but the inside speed was only
3-1/2 IPS. A third limitation was the

WORKBENCH
(continued from page 20)
not beautiful; but it does the job very well. Buc
writes that the last one of these he was involved
in was on a rig in a miserable station, on an island
(heave ho), at the end of an hour's drive for the CE.
After installation, the CE had the affection for Buc
to call at 3 a.m. to tell him how very happy he was.
He'd just remotely reset the CB, and got his station
back on using his telephone on the nightstand rather
than getting up, driving an hour, rowing in the dark
and walking up the hill to reset the CB. So, these units
do have their place.
Buc says these units fit on amodel FEL "molded
case" circuit breaker, and they are available from 15

five-second cue-up time, compared to
the tape cart's last-minute "slam-andplay" capability.
But perhaps the most significant
obstacle to its success was the cost. A
new Cue-Matic recorder cost $ 1,395
in 1966 dollars, while a player was
$1,145. (Cue-Mats were 45 cents each.)
That was a lot of money for all except
the biggest stations. By comparison, a
Collins/ATC cart recorder was S875 and
aSpotmaster 500B recorder cost $695.
Anipex only manufactured the CueMatic machines for two years. But while
not successful as a radio format, the
concept later made money for Ampex in

to as high as 800 amps. Of course, if resetting the
breaker once doesn't do the trick, you probably have a
short length of time to go investigate.
Charles "Buc" Fitch, R E. and Radio World contributor, can be contacted at fitchpe@conzcast.net.

W

hile contracting, Iwas called to astation that
was tripping on and off. At the transmitter, I
found it was the remote control that was resetting the
transmitter, over and over again. Local control took
care of that, and Icould fix the problem.
When Istopped by the studio later, Ifound the jock
had wedged atoothpick between the chassis and the
"RAISE" button on the Moseley remote control, forcing the button to stay depressed.
As soon as the transmitter overload tripped the
transmitter off, the toothpick-enabled RAISE switch

other areas. The disk patents enabled the
much more successful computer floppy
disk. Ampex also modified the design
to use an aluminum disk with magnetic
coating and created the HS- I00 video
disk recorder. Television broadcasters
did not balk at Ampex prices, and the
device found quick success in network
television sports as the first stop-action
instant-replay device.
John Schneider is a lifelong radio
history researcher. Write him at
jschneid93@gmail.corn.
For more photos and information of
the Ampex Cue-Mai, visit radiaworld.
corn/links.

recycled the transmitter back on — if only for a
moment or two. It shut down immediately, only to be
RAISED again, thanks to the toothpick.
When Iasked the jock why he used atoothpick to
hold the button down, he replied that his finger was
getting tired from repeatedly pushing the button to
get the transmitter to stay on the air. Don't you just
love this business?
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help your fellow
engineers and qualify for SBE recertification credit.
Send Workbench tips to johnpbisset@gmail.com. Fax
to (603) 472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 44 years in the
broadcasting industry and is still learning. He handles West Coast sales for the Telos Alliance. He
is SBE certified and a past recipient of the SBE 's
Educator of the Year Award.

ET CONNECTED
to your PREIE Networked Studio
"titie chose the SCMS Desktop
Radio Package because it was a
very easy ta install low cost
solution for our studio. We came
across this solution and are very
happy. With the network upgrade
of the Oasis console we can
network our system as it grows
without having to pay for those
features now."
Gerry Fernandez,
Operations Manager

FROM ANYWHERE!
with the NEW IP200 Codec

"The Oasis 12 Cllannel console
was astraight forward and easy
install. Lots of nice features.
The price was eKellent, good
value and awesome quality."
Brad Humphries,
Contract Engineer

' 111•1,1111
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IP LINK 100:
Single bi-directional stereo audio channels

=
rill — e:=
IP LINK 200:
Two bi-directional stereo audio channels

The Intraplex" IP Link family of IP audio codacs provides
high- end features at an affo -dable price.

Your professional studio package
using the Oasis Networked console

Offering an array of audio coding options, the IP Link
codecs are suitable for use in Studio to Transmitter Links
(STLs) as well as audio contribution and distribution
networks. Support for IP multicast and mu'tiple unicast
streams enables one encoder to feed multiple decoders.

is now accessible worldwide.
Oasis allows facilities to cost-effectively
and easily migrate from analog to

By incorporating dual WAN ports and aseparate IP
management port, the IP Link systems can provide a
level of reliability not seen in comparably-viced codecs.

digital whenever they're ready!

The IP Link audio codecs bring legencary Intraplex
reliability to the IP oodec market.
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see more comments at harrisbroadcast.com/newsandresources/Testimonial.asp

Contact SCMS for more information on all Harris product

1 800 438-6040
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Southern Gulf
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Audio Transport/STL: Codecs. Telco, Internet & Satellite

Irish Eyes Smile on Telos Z/IP One
Longstanding Internet station uses codecs to facilitate jaunts onto the radio

ISPECIALREPORT
BY ANDY LINTON
Director
Total Broadcast Consultants Ltd.
WATERFORD , I
RELAND — Zenith
Classic Rock is an Internet radio station of some notoriety: It's one of the
longest-running, having been online
now for more than 10 years, and has
therefore picked up afaithful following
of listeners who tune in to hear aunique
blend of classic rock standards interspersed with deep album cuts and oftneglected tracks from the rock genre.
At the start of every year, this station
gets to broadcast to the southeast of
Ireland in the traditional sense, on AM,
FM and DAB, by means of atemporary
license.

ON THE AIR

How they do radio in Ireland: Zenith Classic Rock jock Paul Dower toasts the Z/IP
One on St. Patrick's Day, 2013.

These licenses are relatively easy
to come by in Ireland, but duration is
limited to 30 days per year. Zenith uses
these 30 days as 15 weekends of airtime.
Zenith makes use of automation most
of the time, but during their annual
forays into the radio frequency spectrum, they present mostly live programs.
The studios and transmission facilities
are rented from my company, Total
Broadcast Consultants, so it was up to

me this year to ensure that this station
sounded as good as possible on-air.
The studio location is some 30 miles
from the transmitter site, which is a
mountaintop equipped with a30-meter
tower, antenna system and 1kW transmitter.
In previous years, the station used a
UHF composite link to get its audio from

studio to transmitter, but that wasn't possible this year due to achange in studio
location. There is now no line of sight.
However, the transmitter site does
have Internet access by means of a
fixed-wireless Internet service company, and the studio location has Internet
from a cable service provider. So this
year, we decided to use this medium.

Two Great Solutions
for IP Audio Distribution

www.arc.fabs.com
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Iinstalled aTelos Z/IP One codec at
both ends. Iknew this would be agood
test of the codec's capabilities because
a continuous program feed over the
Internet is quite adaunting prospect.
The studio is Axia-based, so interfacing the Z/IP One via Livewire was
a piece of cake. At the other end, the
AES/EBU digital output fed the FM and
DAB processors.
The wireless Internet provider's system has apretty strict firewall arrangement and initially Ifound that the Z/IP
Ones couldn't manage adirect connection to each other, but the relay system
Telos has built in — a connection via
one of their Z/IP servers — worked fine
while we struggled with port-forwards,
NATs and various esoteric mechanisms
to get the studio to "see" the transmitter
site directly over the public Internet.
This method worked fine for the
first weekend's broadcasts, and by the
second weekend, we had the codecs
connecting one-to-one.
I love how you "introduce" the
Z/IP Ones to each other. Just give them
aunique name, and they appear in the
directory shown on the unit's display.
Select the target unit, hit "Connect" and
you're off to the races.
I'm astickler for audio quality. Ihate
hearing the artifacts of bitrate reduction, so would have preferred to run the
link linear, i.e. with no compression, but
the bandwidth required proved too taxing for the Internet upload capacity, so
instead Iopted for AAC-ELD coding,
at 192 kbps.
Honestly? Icouldn't hear the difference on the received FM signal between
linear and the AAC-fed transmission. In
fact, Ithought the AAC implementation
by the Z/IP Ones sounded better than
I had heard with other manufacturers' codecs — anice clear top end, no
"swirling" and full bottom end.
Zenith's FM (and Internet) audio processing is excellent, and always gets
praise when on air. This year was no
different — ordinary listeners actually
did contact the station to say the quality
was superb!
And in terms of reliability, Idid hear
afew fast dropouts, but looking at the
logs in the Z/IP Ones, Icould see that
the upload capacity of the Internet link
had simply bottomed out. Ialso saw
that some very bad stuff had happened
on quite a few occasions to the data
throughput, but the connection hadn't
dropped. Telos' "Agile Connection
Technology" obviously works. The link
was reliable for the 15-weekend run of
live broadcasts.
For information, contact Telos Systems in Ohio at ( 216) 241-7225 or visit
www.telos-systems.com.

Op- AUTOMATION

SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

il

"
Op Xis easy to look at, simple to
use, and really keeps the station

moving. New York is the # 1market
in the country and Op Xmakes us
sound like it!"
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-John Foxx
Program Director
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•The revolutionary design of Op- X's clock
builder turns the pre\i•ious task of scheduling
satellite programming int) afew simple clicks.
•Share serial devices irom any machine using
the Op- X Serial Server.
•Importing logs now gets its own module that
takes confusion out of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op- X because it's easy
to install, maintain, and has automatic backup
features.
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Each studio client is capable of accessing all
Audio Server modu es or the network.
•Remote voice- tracking allows for creation of
content for remote studios also running Op- X.
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Modular Operation in Op- X allows for a
tiered system at a fraction of the cost of its
competitors.

,

iPad app Features
• Live show real-time control from almost anywhere
• A powe -ful tool for remotes or voice tracking
• Take a show on the road
• Start, stop. copy and paste functions from the log
• Insert audio items into the log
• Initiate audio playback from hot buttons
• Run macro command from hot buttons
• Secure access to your system
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Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc
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Role Reversal: Comrex Aids the Boy Scouts
Access codecs get the Scout Jamboree onto the air

SPECIALREPORT
BY CHRIS CRUMP
Director of Sales
Comrex

outdoor recreation areas in the United
States. During the National Scout
Jamboree, this site becomes host to the
second largest population in the state
overnight, as 40,000 Scouts and 7,000

adult staff arrive to participate. Even
though substantial efforts and financial
resources have been made to provide
infrastructure for this event, the fact
remains that the Summit is still in
the great outdoors. Obviously, putting
together aradio station in the wilderness
-etiell11111111111111111•1

SUMMIT
BECHTEL
RESERVE,
W.VA. — In 2010, Iwas peacefully
minding my business as director of sales
at Comrex, when the phone rang. The
gentleman on the phone was looking
for something to help with his remote
broadcasts because the gear they were
using was not very portable and it was
difficult to set up and abit noisy.
He had heard that Comrex had the
best gear for remotes and wanted to
know if he could rent or borrow some
equipment for this little radio station
that the Boy Scouts were putting together for an upcoming event. Istopped him,
told him that Iam an Eagle Scout and he
would have whatever he needed for the
2010 National Scout Jamboree. Next
thing Iknew, Iwas on the staff of QBSA
(WB4XSA) Jamboree Radio.
This year, the National Scout Jamboree was held at its new permanent home
in the New River area of West Virginia.
And once again, QBSA broadcast live
for the 10-day duration of the Jamboree
on 98.3 FM, in addition to streaming
live on the Internet. Iwas there.
The Summit Bechtel Reserve is
10,600 acres of beautiful mountain wilderness in which the Boy Scouts of
America have created one of the largest

QBSA Remote Director, Tade Sullivan uses aComrex Access Portable codec to
interview the Dragon Boats Aquatic Director on Lake Goodrich at the Summit
Bechtel Reserve.

Complete Ground System Construction
Evaluation and Repair Services
MoM Prep Services
ist Efficient Full Site Construction Service:
Reliable, On-time Installation
Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship

www.amgroundsystems.com
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provides some interesting challenges for
transmission, streaming to the Internet
and especially remotes. Luckily Ihave
access to some excellent remote broadcast gear that can adapt remarkably well
to some of these challenges.
WIFl WIZARDRY
Our main studio was housed in an
RV-type trailer and the scout disc jockeys did their shows in agiant boom box
provided by our Chief Engineer Pete
Boyce. Over the course of the Jamboree,
nearly 2,000 Scouts had the opportunity
to get on the air. The morning show was
charged with making sure that as many
events as possible at the Summit are
broadcast live for Scouts and Scouters
around the camp as well as family and
friends back home. The morning show
sent out aremote team with aComrex
Access portable IP codec to accomplish
the feat. AT&T, one of the biggest sponsors of the Summit, graciously provided
free Wi-Fi service throughout the camp
and coverage and bandwidth were pretty
phenomenal. The site was also well
covered with 4G LTE service from both
AT&T and Verizon.
One of the main technical challenges
(in addition to having to depend on
generators for power) is the fact that
there was no wired Internet connectivity. Even though Comrex recommends
awired Internet connection on the studio side, we were forced to depend on
AT&T Wi-Fi for uploading our Internet
stream and our remotes. Remarkably,
the bandwidth was substantial and
robust. The plan was to use the AT&T
313U Momentum 4G LTE modem with
the Access Portable and connect to an
Access Rack in the studio which was
connected to a PC in the studio with
Internet connection shared Wi-Fi.
Unfortunately, acondition referred to
as opposing Symmetric NATs prevented
the Access units from connecting. By
using our BRIC Traversal Server, the
devices could see each other but condition of port blocking prevented connection. Iusually carry modems for multiple carriers and Iwas thrilled when
Iwas able to make an easy connection
using aVerizon 4G LTE UML295 USB
modem. The speeds were fast, latency
was low and throughput was very consistent — the perfect conditions for
broadcasting agreat remote. Our remote
team was able to go out to the farthest reaches of the camp and interview
Scouts, staffers and dignitaries.
Our Scout staff and Scout DJs benefited from this great experience thanks
to support from our friends at BSW,
Wheatstone, Yellovffec, BSI and Radio
Systems. Thankfully, Ihave four years
to rest until the next Jamboree.
For information, contact Chris Crump
at Comrex in Massachusetts at (978)
784-1776 or visit wwvv.comrex.com.

Delivery systems from dozens of

Livewire nodes from Axia partners let you extend your

Who's got time these days? You

partners like ENCO. RCS and BSI are

network's capabilities. Import MADI signals, log audio

do, with Livewire-connected time

Livewire-ready. One RI, multiple

streams, or take hardware- based control of network

channels. Sweet!
•

routing ( like this Paravel iRoute does).
•...

management from 25 Seven.
•

xSwitch: world's first

Look Ma, no hands!
PathfinderPC, with Boolean logic
and drag-ang-drop stacking event
editor, automates routing control
•

Livewire in Omnia audio

Ethernet switch designed for IP-Audio.

Livewire in Nautel transmitters and

processors ensures aclean,

8 Livewire ports, 2Gigabit ports with

IDC satellite receivers means you're

all- digital signal path.
•

SFP, - zero configuration.
.•

covered inbound and outbound.

Fanless xNodes with
Telos family of IP

POE pack lots of I/O

Every family's got a big talker. Here's

and ISON codecs are

into atiny space.
•-... .......

ours: the world's first broadcast

ready to plug in.
•

IP Intercom that lets you take
full- bandwidth audio to air.
•

Only Axia builds a network
switch into the console

Pro sound cards and audio

engine. Plug in your sources

processorson- acard from

and start broadcasting.
•

AudioScience and Sound4
bring Livewire connectivity
to your PC.
•

Now that
Livewire and
RAVENNA
are partners,
speakers and
mics have
adirect connection
to your network, too.

)(Y panels, routing
trollers, programmable
button panels - you're
in total control of your
network.
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8fader Radius has
4 mixing buses,
auto mix- minus,
voice EQ — just like
its big brothers.
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Consoles? Oh, yeah, we've got ' em, big, small
and in-between. This is an Element: over
4,000 raving fans worldwide ( so far).
Sizes from 4 to 40 faders.
•
•

iQ: a mid- sized console that

0oh, shiny! Studio control

Looks small, performs big.

can grow from 8 to 24 faders.

panels give your talent the

RAQ console puts giant- size

DESQ packs lots of power into

Powerful, expandable... now,

power they crave.

capabilities into just 4RU.

a small package. ( Like your

that's smart.

•
Hello, it's for you. Telos phone
systems work seamlessly with

Aunt Louise's rum balls.)

Axia networks ( of course).

Just 18" square.

AXIA MAKES THE NET WORK.
Choosing an IP-Audio network? Some companies treat AolP as if it were an RCA jack —
nothing more than away to get audio into aconsole. But Axia fans know that the network's
real value comes when devices truly communicate.
Axia Livewire"' networks are much more than glorified punchblocks. Axia consoles Integrate

Phones, codecs, delivery systems, audio processors, profanity delays, pro audio cards and
more, all form a sophisticated ecosystem. So phone and codec callers receive automatic
mix-minus. Satellite feeds record unattended. Broadcast-quality intercoms can go straight to
air. Shows are smoother and more error-free. And Axle is acharter supporting member of the
AES X192 standards project. so your investment is future-proof.

with a big family of more than 70 broadcast products, from 45 partners, to intelligently

So when you choose your IP-Audio network, choose the one with all the connections.

share audio, data and control between studio devices with the click of an Ethernet cable.

Axia: we make the net work.

AxiaAudio.com

02013 Axia Aucho. The Telos Alhance. AP Rights Reserved
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Merlin Plus Is Magic for Lincoln Financial
Six input channels at one time bewitches; and what about Opus?

USERREPORT
BY BILL EISENHAMER
Chief Engineer
Lincoln Financial Media
of California
SAN DIEGO — Ialways like trying
new things. While at the NAB Show
in Las Vegas, Istopped by the Tieline
booth to say hello. That hello turned
into a "you must see this new product"
speech and then a quick discussion of
what it was and why Ihad to see it.
Iknew the Merlin codec was available,
but Ialso knew that an improved version
was in the works. Iliked what Isaw, but
with budgets the way they are, Itook note
and filed that away in the recesses of my
mind, hoping to come back to it for further research at abetter time.
Two things stuck in my head after
that meeting: ( 1) Up to six simultaneous
IP connections and (2) the use of the
Opus algorithm.
Well, recently Ireceived acall asking
if Iwould like to take the Merlin Plus
codec for a spin. Idid not hesitate to
sign the loaner agreement.
SIX CHANNELS
Ishould have asked why acompany
would make abox that would accept six
simultaneous streams, but for me it was
achallenge that needed to be tested. If a
product is advertised to do something, I
want to know that it will. After receiving the equipment — one Merlin Plus
and one Merlin codec (for Opus testing)
— Iquickly set up the bench for testing.
My test was going to be running six
connections using digital I/O into my
SAS 32KD routing system, so with the
excitement of something new to play
with, Istarted preparing the connections.
The I/O expansion port is aDB-25 connection, so Iwired one up for my tests.
At first Icreated a typical connection using the Merlin. Ialso made connections with my Tieline Commander
G3 TLR300 rack codecs. The standard
Tieline Music Plus algorithms worked
as advertised.
Initially, only single connections

nautei
VS Series
Low Power FM

300W

3.5k':.

Unlike any other transmittel

The Merlin Plus (top) shows a
full six chanrels streaming in.
were made. I did this to make sure
things worked "right out of the box."
As Iam familiar with Tieline codecs, I
had no issues navigating the screen and
made these connections.
As apretest for the Opus algorithm, I
configured the Merlin codec for such a
connection and tested that. Being happy
that all systems are ago, it came time to
figure out how to make six connections
happen.
Idownloaded the manual and started
to peruse it because Ihad found that
creating the configuration that Iwanted
was not fully intuitive. But before I
could finish Idecided to leave work and
go home to think about it. After abeer
and another perusal of the manual, the
light bulb in my head lit and Iwas ready
for the next attempt.
The next morning, Idid not hesitate
to create the configuration and see if this
thing could actually do six connections.
It was also atest of our network infrastructure, as we have three codecs that
share aT1 circuit to our ISP. In addition,
we have other traffic on that connection,
though minimal, that could cause issue.
I connected the following to the
Merlin Plus:
I. TLR300 on the network
2. TLR300 on the network
3. Merlin on 4G LTE
4. Report-IT app on Android phone
and 4G LTE
5. Report-IT app running on Android
tablet on aWi-Fi hotspot connect to
4G LTE
6. An iPhone with the Report-IT app
on 4G LTE.
All connections were at various data
rates from 33.6 kbps to 48 kbps, and I
let these connections ride for two hours.
Success! Ihad six connections at the
same time.
Next, my curiosity turned to the
Opus algorithm. It is still in the testing
stage, but is available on the Merlin
Plus and Merlin codecs. The claim of
Opus is quality with low bitrate and

low latency. Ihad to test this one over
the 4G LTE network. I selected the
appropriate configuration, or program,
and made the connection. As with any
wireless connection, it took a couple
minutes to settle down. Ilooked at the
connection details and saw the buffer
settled down to 60 ms, and that was a
cellular data connection. When broadcasting normally, we see anywhere
between 150 ms to 250 ms buffer, due
to the network.
Iwanted to test the Opus on a live
broadcast but, alas, the station cancelled
the remote. A quick frequency response
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sweep while I was connected found a
very respectable 50 Hz—I5 kHz response,
definitely well suited for voice broadcasts.
The programming of the Merlin Plus
codec is done via the Toolbox GUI,
which is Java-based. Poking around in
the program, Iwas able to configure the
2X mono connections with ease. Where
Iwanted to go with the 6X connections
required more understanding of the codec
and user management tools via Tieserver.
Once Ihad this down, creating the larger
configuration program was simple.
If the codec is hiding behind afirewall, an understanding of the IP port
structure is a must as each individual
audio stream has adedicated port. In my
tests the session streams used the same
port, so the box is capable of managing
the individual sessions within the DSP.
It should be noted that Opus is currently not achoice when configured for
six connections. Ihave been informed
that this is a project in progress, so I
suspect it will be introduced soon.
I can think of many reasons why
our music-only stations would need six
streams. If Ican think up that many
for the music stations, just think of the
possibilities for asports or news facility
that Icould dream up.
For information, contact Tieline
USA in Indiana at (317) 845-8000 or
visit www.tieline.com.

TECHUPDATE
DIGIGRAM UPGRADES IQOYA * LINK/LE IP
AUDIO TRANSPORT
Digigram says that its lqoya * Link/LE is suitable for serious broadcasters
looking for amix of reliability, flexibility and affordability.
The company says the codec was developed in collaboration with major
European telcos and selected by leading broadcasters. It is acost-effective
version of the full-featured lqoya * Link codec and supports reliable, flexible
IP-based studio-to-studio and studio-to-transmitter links.
•

•

•

•

Newly upgraded from adecode-only approach, the lqoya *Link/LE now
includes full-duplex encoding and decoding.
The Digigram system is equipped with Fraunhofer's AAC codec pack as a
standard feature and an optional Enhanced aptX audio codec is also available. In addition to its dual Ethernet ports and an RS-232 data ports, four
GPIOs and an I/O bypass, the lqoya * Link/LE provides two levels of backup
and automatic failover.
Like other lqoya solutions, the company says, the * Link/LE is based on
FluidIP, an ACIP ( EBU Tech 3326)-compliant IP audio streaming engine developed by Digigram. This technology assures interoperability with third-party
IP codec devices, while promising unrivalled robustness, QoS optimization,
stream integrity, dual streaming and audio quality.
According to Digigram, the ubiquity of worldwide IP networks and availability of audio-over-IP solutions enable distribution of mission-critical digital
audio over IP networks, giving broadcasters amore flexible solution than traditional models and at alower cost of operation.
For information, contact Digigram in France at 011-33-4-76-52-47-47 or
visit www.digigram.com.

HIGH CAPACITY
EVENT STUDIO TRANSMITTER LINKS
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C77 TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WIRELESS HIGH PAYLOAD STL/TSL CAPACITY
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outdoor unit

Moseley EVENT STLJTSL systems provide up to 155 Mpbs combined IP, T1/E1
f

payloads. Multi-station clusters can convey multiple linear uncompressed audio pairs
for atruly cost-effective STLJTSL link. Connect your existing T1/IP audio hardware
directly into the EVENT system, or use Moseley Rincon for your audio payloads.
An optional DVB-ASI module is available for full duplex video.
EVENT systems are fully bi-directional including aSoftware Defined Indoor Unit (SDIDU)
and Outdoor Unit (ODU), eliminating the need for costly waveguide hardware. The ODU
is available in the license free 5.8 GHz band, or licensed 11, 18, or 23 GHz bands.
Appropriate external antennas are selected based on path length.
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INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN
Spectrum- scalable digital radios with user- selectable data rates enable broadcasters to have greater flexibility in STL planning and future growth.
The integrated T1/E1 and Ethernet interfaces allow for acombination of 1
-1/E1 and IP packet data.

0 4:3 IP

APPLIANCES AND APPLICATIONS

Offer IP transmitter control, surveillance security, and site monitoring to reduce downtime, and protect valuable station assets while saviig
travel time to the site.

REMOTE MIRRORED SERVERS
From the transmitter site, offers backup of business records and programming content to get you back on the air quickly in the event of astudio outage.

4
.
81].f:

EMAIL AND INTERNET ACCESS FROM THE TRANSMITTER SITE
Saves engineers time accessing manuals or technical support from manufacturers during maintenance sessions.

SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL ( SNMP)
Full SNMP package with GUI provides easy monitoring and configuration changes.

Contact The Moseley Sales Team to Custom Configure Your EVENT STLÍTSL Today!

moseleybroadcast.com
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Harris Helps Envisage Rock All Night
New program syndicator finds content distribution asnap with IP Link 100

USERREPORT
BY RUSS MOULA
President and Owner
Envisage Radio Group

SAN DIEGO — Envisage Radio Group
is anew radio program syndicator based
in southern California. Our vision for
flagship program "Rock All Night" is
to create an overnight community of
listeners that brings live voices back to
the airwaves after 7 p.m. The program
delivers amix of rock music and related
talk that is also designed to serve as an
ideal morning program lead-in.
For some time, Ihave been drawn
to the idea of using audio over IP to
distribute syndicated program audio and
contact closures for ad breaks, show
opens and other needs. The high cost of
satellite delivery made it clear that the
ROI is far quicker using IP, considering
the fairly low cost of the devices and
monthly operating bills.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Doug Tharp at equipment dealer
SCMS recommended that we evaluate
the Intraplex IP Link 100 audio codees
from Harris Broadcast. To date, we have
units up and running at the encode and
decode points, transporting high-quality 128 kbps MP3 streams to broadcast
"Rock All Night" at KXRC(FM) in
Durango, Colo. Audio quality has been
excellent, and we expect to install additional units to support more streams as
new stations are added to the network.
Harris Broadcast has been at the top
of our vendor list for some time, as we
recently purchased acomplete "Desktop
Radio" solution through SCMS fcatur-

The author is in the
'Rock Alt Night' studio.
ing aPR&E Oasis console with adirect
automation connection. We were drawn
to the company for IP audio codecs
because they deal specifically in broadcast, and we heard from other broadcasters who offered positive feedback
about their use of the IP Link 100 as an
STL backup.
The IP Link 100 price is similar to
a satellite receiver but, as noted, the
ongoing costs of operation for IP delivery are far less expensive than satellite.
We dug into the boxes after performing our cost analysis, and have found
the feature set to have everything we
need. Setup was simple. Configurations
included routing the outside IP address
to an internal IP address on the network, followed by opening two ports to
initiate streaming.
During configuration, we provided
the transmitting and receiving information for format and bitrate, along with
the necess ary contact closure s.The IP

STATION SERVICES
ip

Find us on FACEBOOK for asteady stream of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS set more stuff)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Can Sell.
:30/:60 sec. -FREE DEMOS!

GraceBroadcast.com

Sell Rodio?
Join the crowd.

RacJioSalesCafe.com

ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

Link 100 encodes and transmits all
audio and closures in sync so that all
commercial breaks are received at the
proper time.
The biggest benefit is on-air reliability. The broadcast in Durango just
recently went live, but in three months
of testing, the units went down only once
— and that was due to an electrical out-

age. Built-in redundancy, which they call
"dynamic stream splicing," offers three
ports to ensure that there is no packet
loss during audio and closure transport.
These three ports include amanagement
port and two streaming ports.
Built-in audio memory or a plug-in
USB thumb drive add another layer of
redundancy, allowing us to add content
to the IP Link 100. This enables direct
play-out from the unit in the event of
unusual on-air silences.
Moving forward, we will get a second service provider soon with the
dynamic stream splicing feature, giving
us one primary and one secondary feed
that can ultimately borrow from each
other if necessary. This will ensure the
dependability of the Intraplex brand's
STL products.
It's an exciting opportunity to be able
to launch a new syndication network
with IP as adistribution platform. It is
agreat way for small groups and startup syndicators to enter the marketplace
and deliver programming from station
to station easily, reliably and cost-effectively. The IP Link 100 audio codee is
helping us to achieve these goals without hassle.
For information, contact Brian
Clifford at Harris Broadcast in Ohio
at ( 513) 459-3714 or visit vvvvw.
harrisbroadcast.com.

TECH UPDATE
IDC STAR PRO AUDIO PROVIDES
LOCALIZED AD INSERTION
IDC says that its second-generation STAR Pro Audio Solution opens up
revenue generating opportunities for radio networks with localized ad
insertion. It adds that the new platform also enables time-shifting functionality, allowing broadcasters to play the right content at the desired time.
Broadcasters can adjust for time zones and rapidly adapt to conflicting live
programming schedules.
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In addition, the STAR Pro Audio solution significantly lowers per-channel
costs through shared hub support, according to the company. It uses up to 70
percent less bandwidth compared to competitive solutions, IDC says.
The STAR Pro Audio solution includes acopy split capability that allows
operators to send select ads to specific regions or specific receivers. Stored
audio files can be inserted into live or recorded programming. The company
says cost savings are realized through shared hub support, which enables
multiple radio networks to share one four-channel receiver instead of having
each network deploy its own standalone, single-channel receiver.
Furthermore, IDC says, the STAR Pro Audio solution requires 120 kHz space
segment for stereo, as opposed to 440 kHz for competitive systems, resulting
in further cost savings.
For information, contact International Datacasting Corp. in Ontario at
(613) 596-4120 or visit www.datacast.com.
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ITECH UPDATES

AEQ DEBUTS CODEC AND PHONE SYSTEM

BARIX REFLECTOR TRANSPORTS AUDIO OVER IP

Broadcast equipment manufacturer AEQ has a number of new products
available this season.

Barix says that its Reflector
Service is asystem solu-

Top of the list is the rackmounted Phoenix Stratos, the latest member
of AEQ's Phoenix codec family. The Stratos is an IP/ISDN model. The Stratos

tion for streaming audio
that replicates a received

shares many of the same features as the Phoenix Venus but has afull-featured front panel and adds the ISDN interface.

_
stream to an unlimited
number of destinations
through the public
Internet. In radio, the solution

•

am

AEQ has also launched a new multiline talkshow/conference call system,

• •

Systel-IP (shown). As the name indicates, it is avoice over IP system that
can be used in radio or TV broadcast facilities. The Systel/IP can handle four
lines for up to two studios and 12 lines in four studios.
For information, contact AEQ Broadcast in Florida at ( 800) 728-0536 or
visit www.aeqbroadcast.com.

is suitable for STL connectivity and syndicated
program distribution, according to the company.
According to Barix, the solution is based on aserver/client architecture scheme.
The client encoder device pushes the audio stream to the server and the client
decoder devices pull the stream from the server. The number of receiving locations

...MI

is limited only by network bandwidth.
The company says client devices don't need a public IP address and don't require
any specific configuration for audio transport. All client devices are configured
automatically on startup from the server, where they are registered with their MAC

. n01.
111611

WIS.

Ma

111M1

+CI ±CI

address. Thus, the devices can be shipped directly to their locations, and no manual

--CI

intervention is needed for configuration.
Depending on the chosen hardware, it is also possible to pass contact closure
information in the same stream. The Barix Exstreamer 500 professional IP audio
device ( shown) is one example. At the destination, afailover to USB playback can
be used to ensure acontinuous audio feed out in case of network failure.
A free iPhone app is also available to monitor live audio streams.
The Reflector Service can be hosted by StreamGuys, acontent delivery network partnering with Barix; or the server software can be licensed for other

AEO

management.
For information, contact Barix at ( 866) 815-0866 or visit www.barix.com.

•
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AN OLD CLASSIC,

REVITALIZED
The handy, compact, RemoteMix

2TM

It's atwo-channel field mixer / headphone
amplifier that's a little more hands-on.
Providing acommunications interface, it's a
convenient solution for remote broadcasts,
IFB, or a backup audio path. The integrated

-30 - 24 - 18 - 12 - 6 0 . 3
• • 4. • •

•RemoteMix 2"

headphone amplifier provides sidetone to

Mlc

Mk
2

monitor all inputs as well as an external

0 ...

S.

feed. Also featuring a phone line hybrid with
keypad along with awired notebook/cell
phone headset interface, these components
were designed to work together, saving setup
time and wiring in the field.
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Perfect for Live Remotes.
Use it as afront-end mixer for your POTS,
ISDN, IP or Smart Phone Codec. Or, use it as
aphone line hybrid, calling in to your studio
phone lines.
TOLL FREE :800.552.8346

TEL .815.786.2929

www.jkaudio.com
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TECHUPDATES
ATC LABS ADDS
TWO-WAY IP AUDIO
SOFT CODEC STL
•
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ATC Labs is now
delivering two
options for IP audio
distribution to remote
locations.
ALCO Professional
STL is a low- latency,
high- resolution soft
codec-based bidirec-

sum

tional STL for connecting astudio feed

Soler
..••••••

1.•••••• I••• Deli•••• Md.

•

to one or more transmitters. It can work
with either fixed or

dynamic IP addresses
and incorporates firewall tunneling and
auto- reconnection capabilities; the com01101•0•Ae

' qv

MOSELEY EVENT OFFERS AURAL
STL IN NEW LICENSED BANDS

ALCO Professional STL joins the
Perceptual SoundMax Q24-2111 product
line, which can stream one- directional
audio over IP to up to 48 remote loca-

applications, remote servers, surveillance and security,

IN

backhaul of confidence monitor, RPU or satellite
downlink.

use. Portions of the 5GHz, 11 GHz and 18
GHz bands offer opportunities for broad-

Previous attempts at using data radios in the
unlicensed ISM band for audio transport have

casters faced with overcrowding on the
traditional 950 MHz band.

met with mixed reviews, the company says, but

According to Moseley
Broadcast, the Moseley
Event series of highcapacity radio links can
transport multiple radio sta-

with Event in the newly avail-

reLig die
Jenny:ins umete ...Ate»;

able bands, stations have
the confidence of a licensed

frequency assignment.
Moseley says that Event
is atrue carrier- class transport
system. It was originally designed for the telecommunica-

tion programs with uncompressed digital audio to create
acost-effective multi- station STL. Moseley says that Event

tions industry where "all 9s" performance is amust, accord-

could be coupled with the company's Rincon audio transporter or Starlink Ti to create a high- capacity audio and
data transport system.

ing to the company. Conservative use of the radio's capability, adaptive power control and Reed-Solomon error correction give Event the robustness needed for STL use, it adds.

Moseley says that linear uncompressed audio produces
the cleanest, artifact-free on- air sound and that its Event
products do not rely on fidelity- robbing algorithms to
achieve high capacity. This combination of multiple uncompressed audio channels and Ethernet payload provides the

Combining payloads over asingle bidirectional highcapacity digital radio link saves money when compared to
discrete audio, voice and data links.
For information, contact Moseley Broadcast in California
at ( 805) 968-9621 or visit www.moseleybroadcast.com.

2WCOM FMC01 DISTRIBUTES
FM MPX CODEC
2wcom's new FMC01 is designed for FM MPX contribution and distribution via IP or El ( G.703). The
company calls it the industry's first codec to combine

areverse talkback channel from each
transmitter site and multiple remote

low- delay ACC codec that delivers quality sound with less than 25 ms delay.
The base configuration supports single
SIL application or up to three transmitter locations with the option to expand
to six or more locations. The codec is
compatible with wired and wireless 2G,
3G and 4G networks and runs on Linux,
Windows XP, 7or 8.

signals necessary for HD Radio and HD2, HD3 multicasting.
Event's wideband IP Ethernet capacity supports network
Internet, and email connections. It is bidirectional for

Recent changes in FCC rules have opened
up frequencies for radio station aural SU

pany promises persistent connectivity
over even temperamental data connections such as 3G/4G wireless.
Bidirectional variable bitrates from 32
kbps to 256 kbps are included and controlled from the studio end. Bitrate and
buffer level can oe dynamically adjusted
without dropout, according to the company. Two-way communications ensures

monitoring options. Private SMS text and
file transfers are supported for each end.
ALCO Professional STL uses ATC Labs'
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encoder and decoder functions in the same unit, saying this offers significant advantages and substantial
infrastructure savings.

DVEO POLYCODER AUDIO 40CH/IP
TRANSCODES 40 CHANNELS
DVEO says its new broadcast- quality, remotely manageable, multichannel audio transcoder, the Polycoder Audio
40h/IP, captures up to 40 simultaneous analog audio inputs
and transcodes them to various audio formats in real time.
The embedded Linux-based system streams hundreds of
simultaneous IP audio streams to various playout devices —
like mobile phones, tablets, computer desktop media players ( e.g. Real, Microsoft Windows Media, Flash, VLC and .1W
players) or any device that can play a live IP audio stream.
Input formats include analog audio and MP3, WMA,

The company believes these benefits, combined
with lossless audio encoding/decoding and optimized
bandwidth technology, sets the FMC01 apart as a
point-to-multipoint distribution solution for radio
networks.
According to 2wcom, with the FMC01, a broadcaster can achieve substantial savings by simplifying
the delivery infrastructure. There is no need to use
an RDS encoder and stereo generator at each station,
because it's unnecessary to generate an MPX signal

tions. Perceptual SoundMax Q24-2111
is acompact 2.5 rack unit with digital

AAC+ and Ogg Vorbis audio streams. Transcoded output
formats include AAC, Ogg Vorbis, optional MP3, optional

and analog audio I/O and it supports
multi-unicast and multicast options.
It incorporates ATC Labs perceptually-

MPEG-1 Layer II or optional SurCode for Dolby Digital AC- 3.
The Polycoder Audio 40ch/IP captures up to 40 analog
audio feeds from RCA unbalanced, balanced XLR or digital

optimized implementation of standard
AAC/AAC+/MP3 encoding with stereo

AES/EBU. With these sources, users can create or transcode
to various bitrates and delivery protocols — HTTP Live ( HLS

bitrates from 32 kbps to 256 kbps.
Perceptual SoundMax Q24-2111 also

or Apple Live), HTTP, WMA, RIP, RTSP, HTTP Smooth and
RTMP. Depending on the types of streams and bitrates,
hundreds of various outputs are possible.

distribution system that delivers the same high- quality signal for each transmitter site.
Features include Reed-Solomon forward error
correction to minimize bit errors, input source swi-

Inputs can be scheduled to be received at specified dates
and times. It relies on dual eight- core CPUs and features a

tchover between El and Gigabit Ethernet IP in case
of failure, quality parameters via SNMP v2c and relay

tion format. A software/server version
of Perceptual SoundMax Q24-2111 is

redundant power supply.
DVEO says that radio broadcasters can use the system for

switching, and FM demodulation with L+R XLR,

also available.

music and news content delivery — for live and breaking

For information, contact ATC Labs
in New Jersey at ( 973) 624-1116 or visit
www.atc-labs.corn.

news or scheduled content.
For information, contact DVEO in California at ( 858)
613-1818 or visit www.dveo.com.

includes a24- band audio processing
engine allowing the studio to optimize
the sound for the genre or the distribu-

at the transmitter site.
The FMC01 also ensures low installation, service
and maintenance costs with minimal configuration of
the device required, says 2wcom.
Crucially, it allows broadcasters to create asignal

headphone outputs and RDS decoding.
The FMC01 will be available from 2wcom in
September.
For information, contact 2wcom in Germany at
011-49-461-662830-15 or visit www.2wcom.com.
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RemoteMix 2Lives Up to Its Name
3 JK Audio interface proves
handy at -emote concert

—

USERREPORT
BY MARK MCCONNELL
Assistant Engineer
KZZO(FM)
SACRAMENTO , CALIF. — When I
think of JK Audio's RemoteMix line of
products, Ithink of useful tools in small
packages. Continuing with this ideal,
JK Audio has put forth the RemoteMix
2, their newest two-channel field mixer,
in the familiar RemoteMix package and
style. It is like the little brother of the
RemoteMix 3.5 and 4products.
The RemoteMix 2 maintains many

features of its elder brethren — XLR
microphone inputs with the second
channel providing a switchable microphone to line-level pad, 1/4-inch TRS
headphone outputs, 1/4-inch TRS/
TRRS shared cue/cellular interface,
1/8-inch line input and line outputs
and anice LED vu meter — but it also
maintains the analog POTS hybrid and
a handy dual 9V battery compartment
that allows for hot-swapping your batteries during extended use.
In order to fit all of this into apackage
that is two inches narrower, 1.5 inches
shallower and alittle more than 0.5 inches shorter than the RemoteMix 3.5 and
4, some features of these products do not

exist in the RemoteMix 2. The company
has removed Bluetooth and the handset
accessory interface, as well as the 48V
phantom power supplies. It maintains the
cue volume input control, but it trades the
master volume output for an auxiliary
input volume control.
In practical terms, it's still avery useful device, but some missing features
may limit its utility. For many of our
live remotes, we came to really enjoy the
handset accessory interface, as cellular
service can be spotty and aPOTS line is
not always available. The ability to interconnect through aPBX or VoIP handset
saved the day on many occasion, even
when we had an IP codec available. The
handset interface was an excellent method for calling into our hybrid located at
the studio and providing alow-delay IFB
or caller audio path for mixing at the
remote location, or for covering during
the inevitable codec dropout.
We received a pre-production demonstration unit from JK Audio early
June and after the standard unboxing
and bench tests, we wanted to see how
this mixer measured up to its bigger
brothers in the field.
Luckily, we found the perfect opportunity at a concert we were cover-

ing. The situation required delivering
remote audio by using a laptop with a
USB audio interface at the remote site to
edit the audio and then upload it to the
studios. For this remote, the onsite crew
wanted to add asecond microphone for
interviews as well as a line-level input
for capturing the audio from the stage.
In this setup, we connected the microphones directly to the XLR microphone
connectors, and the talent headphones
were connected to the first headphone
port. To feed the computer audio back to
the talent, we used the included 1/8- inchto- 1/4-inch cable and connected that
through the cue input connector. Finally,
for the stage feed, we were provided a
1/4-inch stereo line and connected that
to the auxiliary input through a1/4-inchto- 1/8-inch adapter.
For this duty, the RemoteMix 2was an
excellent solution. Setup and staff training were quick and easy, and we were
able to leave the device in their hands and
on battery power for the entirety of the
six-hour remote without incident.
In the end, even though it lacks some
high-end features of the RemoteMix 3.5
and 4 products, it's every bit as rugged
and easy to use, and the sound quality is
still excellent.
For information, contact .11( Audio
in Illinois at ( 815) 786-2929 or visit
wwwjkaudio.com.
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NEW IDEAS. TANGIBLE SOLUTIONS. COST-SAVING STRATEGIES.

Are you prepared for the unexpected?
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Wondering how IP for radio can save you
money and give you more flexibility?
Curious about new strategies for
improving AM radio?
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Engineering, CBS Radio
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lineup of technology sessions.
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Du Treil, Lundin & Rackley
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Broadcast Partners Praise APT Codecs
Benelux transmission specialists deploy APT codecs throughout their network

IUSERREPORT
BY WERNER DE SCHEPPER
Manager, Technical and
Engineering Dept.
Broadcast Partners
TERNEUZEN , NETHERLANDS
—
Broadcast Partners is a provider of
broadcasting solutions, specializing in
building and maintaining transmission
networks for a substantial number of
commercial radio stations throughout Denmark and the Benelux countries ( Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg). In total, the company
manages more than 350 FM transmitters, about 40 DAB transmitters and a
number of AM transmitters.
Iam responsible for the design, building and maintenance of this extensive
transmission network.
Throughout the Broadcast Partners'
network, we use arange of APT codecs
in various applications, for both contribution and distribution of audio and
RDS/TMC data.
SELECTION
Managing an extensive network such
as that of Broadcast Partners, Ifind that
the choice of equipment is critical, as we
simply do not have the time or resources
to attend to frequent failures or maintenance requirements. As a business,
we need to have confidence that the

equipment within our network will
deliver the high quality and performance level demanded by our
customers and the assurance that
we can control a geographically
widespread network from a single
location. We have found that APT
codec equipment has been able to
meet these stringent demands and
we are very happy with their operation within our network.
We introduced APT codecs into
the Broadcast Partners' network in
2010 and we have had agood relationship with the company since.
Our network includes more than 50
stereo APT codecs and 15 multichannel platforms.
Initially, we tested the stereo
WorldCast Horizon IP audio codec
and compared it with several other
codec brands that we used or were
considering using in our network.
We were significantly impressed
by the reliability and stability that
the APT units offered, as well as
our ability to manage the units
remotely.
Given the fact that our network
is widespread geographically, we
want to minimize the need for site
visits whenever possible, so these
two factors in the product were
critically important.
We require that the equipment in our
network is as uniform as possible and
delivers quality audio and APT was able

to offer us aplatform that offered exceptional audio performance at an acceptable price. All of these factors combined
made APT codecs an easy choice.

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

The APT Horizons were deployed
on the installation of all-new IP connections and on many existing links
where ISDN connections were replaced
by IR In 2012, we introduced
APT's latest stereo codec, the
Horizon NextGen, into our
network, again after extensive testing. While the conventional Horizon IP audio
codecs have proven reliable
in service, we are replacing
these with Horizon NextGens,
which are both cost-effective
and also offer greater flexibility as they can be deployed in
both analog and digital configurations.
The Horizon NextGens are
particularly suitable for establishing flexible, temporary
audio links over the Internet.
Also deployed throughout
our network are a number of
multichannel WorldNet Oslos,
to interconnect our main datacenters and serve as studio
transmitter links for our primary program feeds. In these
locations, units must be failsafe
in operation; the Oslo provides
us with great peace of mind. We
have deployed the Oslos largely
on El connections, but some
of the units are working on IP
links with APT's SureStream
technology, which provides fantastic reliability.
For information, contact Tony
Peterle at APT/WorldCast Systems in
Florida at 305-249-3110 or visit vvww.
aptcodecs.com.
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BROADCAST EUIPMENT EXCHANGE
Broadcast Engineering Software
»de
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other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
WANT TO BUY

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4TM
•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTM
•AM Pro 2"
rm , used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping.
•Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
J COMMUNICATIONS®
minimum separations and
R.F. Communications Software
contour-to-contour methods
and Engineering Consulting
with FMCommanderTm

oft

www.V-Soft.com

(800) 743-3684

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics First
-501100 800 OISE MU Mlle
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Shively Antenna for sale. 4
bay for 101.5 Mhz with directional elements. Asking $ 6,000.
For information, call (209) 7231015 or email mark@celebrationradio.com.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)

ANTENNAS

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

AM LOOPS

1

AUTOMATION

FOR EAS RECEIVERS
FEMA RECOMMENDED

EQUIPMENT

www.PixelSatRadio.com
(303) 526-1965

ERI, LPX-3E, 3- bay, end
fed, tuned to 96.3 MHz, circularly polarized antenna full
wave spaced antenna system,
anti rotation brackets for LEG
mount, gain 1.5588 96.3MHz,
only 4yrs old, $4400/60, located in Witchita Falls, TX. Bill
Brothers, 561-252-1194.

WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any

Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
CONSOLES/
MIXERS/ROUTERS
Arrakis
12,000
Series,
12-chnl broadcast audio
board, incl 12 input modules,
output modules, dual rack
mount power supplies and all
interconnect cables. Recently
removed from on- air service,
$1500. DForbis, 270-774-1485.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

Submit your listings to: dcarsonnbmedia.com

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom
Harris, CCA, CST McMartin. Goodrich ,
Ent.
NE

11435 Manderson Si. Omaha, I
68164 402-493-1886 Email: .

CGoodrich@tconl.com

Behringer FBQ3102 Ultragraph 31 band stereo EQ, $ 75;
Behringer PEQ2200 Parametric
EQ, $ 75; free shpg continental
USA, both units like new, very
little use. Ed Davison, 217-7939980 or we9d@comcast.net.
Kintronics RFC40-20-2 contactor; Delta TCA20EX RF
ammeter & ICI- 1 current
transformer & cable; Delta
TCA-SEX RF ammeter & TCT-5
current transformer; Delta TCA10EX RF ammeter & TCT-4 current transformer; Delta TCT-3
current transformer; Bird 3126
wattcher, rack mount & 4802000 3" line section, unflanged &
30kW & 3kW elements; reasonable offers accepted/purchaser
pays all shpg costs. Contact
MJK1255@gmail.com.
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,

•

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

Orer 45 rears engineering
and (" limiting eiperience

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning
•Pre- Purchase Inspections • Intermodulation Studies
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements
•AM Directional Array, Demgn, Tuning and Prop' using Method ot Moment,
fax 16511784-7541

E-mail:

infe_r
.w1enecom
l
" Member

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSCLIANTS
Full Servitv Flum AlliKatinn tit
Operant ANI/F51/A1"5 Senict,
Feekl %%ink:Antenna and
Facilities IX-taw

AF CCI

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.graharnbrock.com

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORN ELL- DU BILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
56'74 1.11 ammo kcal.
K
CuriNhad. CAlitornid 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (
760) 438-4759
me, tam .
1
,
rn
UUM.,..11,0,11‘

KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I 684-6010.
will pay for copies... Feel free to
Standard Short-tune series.
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL

CONSULTANTS
OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.
EVANS
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
iitiliv

IltffilriFF01111P/C1Alicif

Over 30 years of enoineennq expertise
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering
Tower Detureing • Upgrade 8. Relocation Studies
AM Directional Array Tuning 8. Proof
Microwave Planning

12621518-0002
beneevansengsolutions.com

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

yOUIRE 114
THE RIGHT
PLACE'
RAma qtrts!
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

For more information,
call David Carson at
212-378-0400 ext. 511

STATIONS
WANT TO BUY
Wanted AM or FM station
Lease to Purchase or owner
financing with small down
payment contact JT 864-5538377.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

‘3.t59e°‘

setAe
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES
V117/4.

RF
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Se Habla Español

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio 8Television
100 W
250 W
90 W
3.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
7KW
1.0 KW
27.5KW
27.5KW
30 KW
35 KW

2008
2006
2000
2000
1995
1998
2006
2005
1991
1988
1988

BE FM100C
Crown FM250T
BE FM 500C
Harris Z3.5CD
Harris HT5CD
Harris Z5CD w/2XF1exsiars
Harris Z5CD, solid-state, unused
Harris Z16l1D+
Harris HT10
Continental 816R4. SS IPA & all factory upgrades
Continental 816R4B. SS IPA & LP filter cooling option
Harris FM3OK
BE FM35A/T, upgraded in 2001

EE"
habit
ling
used
pment

I=E
jConti/weal efrietonice
—

HARRIS

Used AM Transmitters

crown

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Stipping

Please visit otir website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

Used FM Transmitters

RF PARTS -CO.

nautei

Motorola • Toshiba

SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

00-737-2787
rfpgrfparts.com

760-744-0700
www.rfpa rts.com
FOR THE BES7 PRICE
& 24 Hr servIce on honsniottng tubes &
sockets/pods, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent al 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com.

BrORDCRST

Please se our website for acurrent listing

Call David for

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauioment
Phasenister T12,000
New Phase Technologies PT330D, solid state 3phase converter
Orban Optimods 8100XT, 8100A1
BE FC3C SCA Generator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load

TV Transmitters- Asaba and Digital
Used FLO TV Tran..mitters• * Axcera
• • Rohde & Schwa z'
Masiva

details at

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938- 7 361

or email
dcarsonfieibmedia.com

fi\

Without advertising
aterrible thing happens...

lIftTEIttle

For Information contact
David at 212-378-0400 ext. 511
or dcarson@nbmedia.com

•
—
f le MEN'
POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station
needing agood nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill
make your station shine! CET, fully
FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Parttime/Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff,
909-4466820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

Experiened radio station manager
seeks new management opportunity. More than 39 years experience
in radio. Ican do almost anything
given the change. Willing to relocate.
Family-friendly format(s) preferred.
Please send your job opening details
to: radiogm@hotmail.com.

Upbeat, thoroughly prepped onair plus with unique show materials. Strong production talents/
digital skills. Loyal, enjoys entertaining listeners, and being an ambassador. Kengere, 682-597-3155 or
kengereo59@gmail.com.

Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate racing writer/talk show
host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out vvww.bleacherreportcom
for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

Outgoing, upbeat, comedic Di
with a love of Sports and Pop
culture. Skilled in production,
copywriting, and voice over woik.
Professional, flexible, and willing to
relocate. Gulby87@yahoo.com or
405-735-7932.
Professional, driven and ambitious
Voice Over/Production Talent, 4
years programming/board-op experience seeks next challenge. Fun, energetic, lively, encouraging and positive
personality. Brent, 903-736-1369 or
bfleming818@gmail.com.

"Spice up your station!" determined to do my best and wear many
"hats" in the broadcasting field.
Creative — passionate Latino. Shawn,
shawnrande185@hotmail.com
or
405-795-0608.
Energetic with a love for radio!
Proficient audio editing, board- operation, and all aspects of broadcast
technology plus adept in web/social
media/graphic design. William, 972974-0969 or wrigdon@live.com.

Smooth baritone voice, dedicated, intuitive, courageous, articulate, prepped and ready. Good onair/sports/production. Sharp memory,
and follows directions, history and
music knowledge. Shamar, 21D-2690743 or pccole10@gmail.om
An outstanding on-air talent with
un paralleled production skills.
What's not to love? If you need a
talent who is ready to wont hard
for you, you need Randy Dunning.
Randy.Dunning@gmail.com.
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We Need aDialogue on Cyber Security
In the broadcast and public warning sectors,
current precautions may not be as safe as we think

The system is only as strong as its
weakest link.

keeping all network connections to
the devices firewalled from the public Internet, regularly
BY ED CZARNECKI
checking with vendors
to ensure software is
The author is senior direcup to date and regularly
tor of strategy, development
checking the facility's
and regulatory affairs with
EAS systems for any
Monroe Electronics Inc.
potential indications of
attack or unauthorized
Broadcasters have grown
access. ( For DASDE(
increasingly reliant on the
users, the current 2.0-2
Internet, whether it is to
release issued in April
reach a potential audience
includes several cumuand advertisers, conduct daily
lative security and feabusiness or fulfill their FCC
ture updates.)
EAS obligations to monitor
On May 15, FEMA
the IPAWS CAP service.
Ed Czarnecki
posted a reminder to
The downside of Internet
various industry e-mail
dependence, of course, is that the broadlists about the importance of maintaincast industry is now at the front line
ing updated software/firmware on CAP
of potential assaults by any number of
EAS devices.
cyber threats. Like it or not, cyber secuHowever, there is much more to be
rity will continue to be afact of life for
done. Common best practices and critibroadcasters and EAS manufacturers.
cal controls need to be identified and
implemented in each of the key stakeMUCH TO BE DONE
holder areas in the EAS system: broadEAS technologies are not securicasters, CAP EAS manufacturers and
ty appliances in and of themselves.
CAP EAS networks, including IPAWS
Broadcasters must protect these techand the various state CAP networks that
nologies as they would any sensitive
are evolving. These best practices do not
system in their operations.
necessarily need to be onerous, but they
Protection means, at a minimum,
do need to be implemented system-wide.

What
controls
er? And
advocate

ICOMMENTARY

BEST PRACTICES
kinds of security practices or
should the industry considwho should be the arbiter or
for these cyber security best

practices? Well, an initial list of "Best
Practices for Public Warning Cyber
security" could include:
Safeguarding Equipment — Make sure
that CAP EAS equipment is behind a
firewall, at minimum, and that it has the
most current versions of firmware/software from manufacturers. All remote
administration should be performed
over secure channels, preferably with
strong encryption, or over a secondary
SSL or IPSEC channel.
Securing Configuration — Of firewalls,
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routers and switches. These elements
are often left less secure than they ought
to be. Broadcasters also should limit
access to ports and other services.
Perimeter Defense — Create a strong
"perimeter defense," as a simple firewall may not always be sufficient.
Broadcasters should consider acreating
layered boundary by using firewalls,
proxies, DMZ perimeter networks and
network-based intrusion protection

This energy industry partnership provides a
real benchmark for how apublic- private partnership could
function for cyber security in the public warning area and,
ultimately, to produce mutually beneficial outcomes for
government and industry.
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26
32
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25-Seven Systems
AM Ground Systems Co.
Arrakis Systems Inc.
ATC Labs
Audemat
AudioScience Inc.
Asia - The Telas Alliance
BSI
BSW
Clear Channel Satellite
Comas Corporation
OAWNco
leva Broadcast Ltd
Grace Broadcast Sales
Harris Corporation
Heil Sound, Ltd.
Inovonics Inc
International Oatacasting Corp
JK Audio
Lightner Electronics
Logitek
Moseley Associates
Nautel Ltd.
NPR Satellite Services
Omnia - The Teins Alliance
Progressive Concepts
Radio Show
SCMS
Sony Creative Software
Telos - The Teins Alliance
Tiehne Technology
Wheatstone Corporation

and detection, as well as filtering both
inbound and outbound traffic. Digital
Alert Systems issued a white paper on
this matter in 2011. ("CAP, EAS and
IPAWS: Introducing aDefense-in-Depth
Security Strategy for Broadcasters,"
available at www.digitalalertsystems.
comlpdflwpdas-122.pdf.)
Malware Beware — Defenses against
malware may become even more important in the future, if and when CAP
messages contain resource (file) links to
third-party Web servers. Even if aCAP
message comes via the FEMA IPAWS
'this listing

IS

pros ided tor the cons enience ot our readers.

Radio World assumes no liabilit> for inaccuraq..
WEB SITEILIRL

vomv.25-seven.com
www.amgroundsystems.com
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www.axiaaudio.com
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www.bswusa.com
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www.comrex.com
www.dawnco.com
www.devabroadcast.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
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server, that CAP message may contain
a link to some separate multimedia
sever that the device may automatically
attempt to access.
Foster Skills and Training — A stronger culture of awareness around cyber
security is needed in the mass media
sector. There also must be greater training opportunities that aid key personnel
in developing or enhancing skills in the
cyber security area. With the support of
key government agencies, national organizations such the Society of Broadcast
Engineers or NAB could take the lead
to promote these activities.
Controlled Access — Take charge of
who can access CAP EAS equipment by
changing all default passwords for applications, operating systems, routers, firewalls, wireless access points and other
systems to adifficult-to-guess value, and
limiting administrative privileges.
Broadcasters have a financial and
competitive incentive to safeguard their
own networks. Government agencies
including FEMA and the FCC have
an inherent incentive to safeguard the
overall resilience and reliability of
the Emergency Alert System, and this
means addressing the risks that accompany its new dependence on the Internet.
The alarming incident this past
February, when someone hacked into the
EAS and issued awarning that zombies
were real and on the attack, has at least
sparked a dialogue on cyber security.
However, this dialogue remains uncoordinated between industry and government, and is far from yielding asecurity
framework addressing the interests of
both the public and private sectors.
PARTNERSHIP
Since President Obama's February
executive order on overall cyber security, the White House has favored combining voluntary security measures
along with incentives for companies that
comply. Congress, for its part, seems to
be leaning toward legislation that would
promote the adoption of cyber security
best practices by both private sector and
public sector entities.
What this approach lacks is ameans
of identifying, translating and promoting those best practices across the
broadcast industry. Creating a publicprivate partnership around cyber security for public warning could be an
effective way of bridging this critical
gap. The outcome of such apartnership
would be the sharing of information on
best practices, practical approaches and
potential cyber security threats to the
overall CAP EAS system.
This is not ahypothetical suggestion.
Just this type of public-private approach
is already being embraced in other

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD
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industries. In principle, it could be replicated in the broadcast industry.
The Department of Homeland
Security, along with the Department of
Energy, recently partnered with anumber of energy companies to identify and
combat threats in that industry. Through
this working relationship, the energy
industry is sharing information about
risks that it faces, and the government is
sharing information on potential threats.
This energy industry partnership provides areal benchmark for how apublic-private partnership could function
for cyber security in the public warning
area and, ultimately, to produce mutually beneficial outcomes for government
and industry.

system that will be only as secure as its
weakest link.
Therefore, now is the time to open
adialogue on forming a public-private
partnership on cyber security in public
warning. Now is the time for broadcasters to become more aware of the
increasing network security requirements that CAP EAS demands of them.
The growing sophistication of cyber
threats is not going away, and the interconnected nature of an Internet-based
CAP EAS system puts all broadcasters
on the front lines.
Radio World welcomes comments
on this or any article. Write to radioworldenbmedia.com with Letter to the
Editor in the subject field.

A further recommendation is the
inclusion of EAS-related technologies
and systems under the DHS Protected
Critical Infrastructure Information
(PCII) Program. PCII is an information-protection program that enhances
voluntary information sharing between
infrastructure owners and operators and
the government. PCII protections mean
that homeland security partners can be
confident that sharing their information
with the government will not expose
sensitive or proprietary data.
Simple steps can be taken to enhance
the security of the new CAP EAS system, and many of these steps fall within
the control of the local broadcaster.
However, CAP EAS is a system — a

READER'SFORUM

Ialso agree with Mr. Schulz that since practically everything runs on the Internet now, hacking into EAS can be
accomplished at any level. Even more disturbing is that one
of my EAS partners here in New Jersey has suffered several
IP attacks in which one of his satellite transmitters was taken
off the air numerous times by ahacker.
What good is EAS if some psycho or junior high school
kid can shut your transmitter off?
Americans have become too naive and complacent about
the Internet. As acost saving effort, many have discontinued
their copper telephone service ( POTS) in favor of the cellphone. Nothing could be more foolish.
Haven't we learned our lesson after suffering the var-

FEMA IS BROKEN

Warren Shulz's guest commentary ("It's Broke; Stop
Trying to Fix It") was long overdue. The points needed to
he made. However, the reason why EAS is broken is because
FEMA itself is broken. It has lost its edge in hiring and
retaining experts in the fields of emergency communications, EAS and public warning.
While FEMA may repudiate my accusations, the facts
are clear: It has walked away from the broadcast station
ious infrastructure failures during 9/11, Katrina and
protection program, the EMP protecmost recently Hurricane
tion and maintenance program, the
4 MINOWOIllp
warning siren program and the Radio
Amateur Civil Emergency Service.
NEWS
Particularly in FEMA Region II,
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Warning System ( NAWAS).
Ever since the threat of aSoviet missile attack lessened
Sandy? The traditional overand the National Warning Center moved out of the NOR AD
the-air delivery system, as Mr. Schulz points out, is slowly
facility, America has gotten complacent and nonchalant
becoming obsolete — not because of technology, but
about other kinds of attacks and disasters. During 9/11, Iwas
because of subtle marketing efforts to make it so. He menin my office at the NJ State EOC, and was aghast that the
tions replacing car radios with WiFi hotspot receivers. How
national NAWAS circuit remained silent the entire morning.
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The very system intended for when we're under attack
was not used by FEMA (or anybody else) on that fateful
morning.
I also agree with Mr. Schulz that the national EAS
test, while sorely needed, was a dismal technical failure.
Whatever happened to the dedicated and hardened telephone
circuits that used to feed each PEP station? In an actual
emergency, who has time to set up atelephone conference
bridge from FEMA HQ to all the constituent stations?

incredibly foolish is that?
Sadly, the public swallows this up like lemmings going
over a cliff. As long as the glitz and "wow factor" are
waved around, the public will buy into anything. Wasn't P.T.
Barnum right?
Robert Schroeder
President
Adroit Consulting
Ewing, N.J.
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The author is field support and systems engineer for Wheatstone Corp.
A recent profile in Radio World
about afacility project by Clear Channel
Portland, Ore. (" Under One Roof at Last
in Portland," July 3), noted the use of
fiber. It highlights a trend that we at
Wheatstone think is notable because,
from where we stand at the edge of
the network, there's nothing about dark
fiber that audio over IP can't handle.
It's all ones and zeros at this point,
so something like afiber optic STL at
the end of a WheatNet-IP Intelligent
Network is a matter of routine. Plug a
fiber cable into the SFP (small formfactor pluggable) fiber modules at the
Gigabit Ethernet switches on each end,
and it's "lights, action, audio."
In the case of Clear Channel
Portland, WheatNet-IP audio into fiber
gave the group abroadband STL that is
noise-free over long distances and cost
about the same as the Tls once used to
link its two transmitter sites to the main
studio downtown. So instead of four
Tls at almost six Mbps being used to
link up five FM stations, Clear Channel
Portland ran WheatNet-IP audio to the
transmitter sites over fiber at one Gbps,
resulting in all kinds of new data, like
HD channels, HD data and feeds from
traffic cams at the Oregon Department
of Transportation.
DEDICATED LINK
It's a good working relationship,
WheatNet-IP and dark fiber. Dark fiber
is essentially fiber optic cabling that
was overbuilt back in the broadband
speculation heyday, and is unlit —
hence, "dark."
Many metro areas have dark fiber
already trenched in, and telecoms are
often willing to lease these lines for
not much money. In Clear Channel
Portland's case, dark fiber happened to
terminate at the two transmitter sites
and was available to its new studios as
well at Triangle Pointe.
Because dark fiber is a dedicated
link, there's none of the latency that's
typical of already-lit fiber, which often
routes its payload over someone else's
circuit before it gets to its final destination. (Ours is a Gigabit Ethernet AoIP
system from one end of the network to
the other, then on out to the switches,
so there's no noticeable latency on our
end, either.)
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There's no audio bit-rate reduction
or coding required, and no audio delay
whatsoever. It's straight linear audio all
the way, from full Gigabit Ethernet connectivity throughout the WheatNet-IP'd
studio to the Gigabit fiber STL strung
across each of the two transmitter sites,
both more than 10 miles from the new
studio in Triangle Pointe.
Our friends in television have been
using fiber for some time now because
of the big data payloads that come with
TV broadcast. By comparison, the data
needs in radio have always been much
smaller. But that's changing. We are
talking to more radio broadcasters who
are looking for ways to add that extra
HD channel or two to their STLs, along
with all the data that comes with it.
In Clear Channel Portland's case,
they have the added burden of backhauling video for Clear Channel corporate's Total Traffic Network division.
They are supplying streaming traffic
cam video to the group's radio stations,
which requires more broadband than
traditional STLs can put out. Even getting an extra STL frequency on the 950
MHz band practically takes an act of
Congress these days.
CLEAN BROADBAND
Fiber is a viable option for many
broadcasters, and if they have a
WheatNet-IP system, that's even better.
Clear Channel Portland has WheatNetIP Blades (what others compare to IP
nodes) at its studio and the same at each
of the transmitter sites for fiber connectivity on both ends. The group added
another IP Blade at the Rose Garden

arena for its Portland Trail Blazers
feed, and has a broadband fiber optic
connection to the video circuits and
camera feeds at the Oregon Department
of Transportation for Clear Channel's
Total Traffic Network.
Once Clear Channel Portland began
locating audio servers at the transmitter site for HD2 programming, latency
became a fairly important consideration. A trial run with lit fiber, for
example, resulted in delays up to 30
minutes for booting up the servers
due to packet priority issues. Gig for
gig, WheatNet-IP and dark fiber are a
good match. WheatNet-IP operating on
Gigabit Ethernet throughput into dark
fiber running out Gbps to the transmitter is agood combination all around.
Since Clear Channel Portland has
been running WheatNet-IP into its fiber
STL, we've seen them make some good
use of the technology over the past several years. They've been able to patch
signals around easily, from one station
feed to another in an emergency, and all
with transparency. And with the addition
of a voice-over-IP telephone system at
the new Triangle Point facility, they find
the operation just that much more seamless, from starting, stopping or cueing
call-in guests straight from voice-overIP through the WheatNet-IP Intelligent
Network and on out to the fiber connection for transport to the transmitter.
Together, our WheatNet-IP network
with a fiber STL make a clean broadband system that we expect to see more
of as time goes on.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com.
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